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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Plymouth City Council commissioned Roger Tym & Partners (part of Peter Brett
Associates) to undertake this study in June 2011. This study is intended to build on the
previous Retail Study completed by Cushman and Wakefield (C&W) in 2006.

1.2

This study updates and strengthens the evidence base, to inform the continued
development of Plymouth’s spatial plan, particularly the proposed review of the Plymouth
Core Strategy and the forthcoming Derriford and Seaton AAP, and to enable the Council to
deal confidently with emerging opportunities and proposals.

1.3

The broad objectives of the study are to:


Advise on the capacity of further development (food and non-food goods) within
Plymouth City between 2011 and 2016, 2021 and 2026 and 2026 and 2031.



To review the vitality and viability health check of the main centres



To test impact of new development on existing and new centres

1.4

The methodology follows a five stage process of qualitative review and performance
assessment, survey of spending patterns, quantitative analysis, impact assessment and
development strategy.

1.5

An empirical survey of households has been undertaken to help understand the current
patterns of retail expenditure, which covers an area within and beyond the boundary of
Plymouth City, including parts of north and west Devon and east Cornwall. 2000 completed
telephone interviews were conducted. The survey of households explores the pattern of
resident expenditure on retail goods and leisure visits. The household survey is used to
assess the impact of recent developments on expenditure, market share and assist with the
forecasting of current and future floorspace requirements.

1.6

The Government published the National Planning Policy Framework in March 2012. The
study had been largely completed before the publication of the NPPF and therefore refers
to the requirements set out in PPS4. However, it is considered that for plan making the
NPPF follows the same policy thrust set out in PPS4 regarding retail. Therefore the study
is compliant with the requirement, as originally set out in Policy EC1 of Planning Policy
Statement 4 (PPS4) 2009, and in paragraphs 160 and 161 of the NPPF Framework, to
prepare robust evidence including an assessment of the need for retail floorspace and the
capacity of centres for its accommodation and that this study remains a robust and valid
evidence base to assist with plan policy making and development management decisions.

Context
1.7

Understanding the context for this study is crucial. Since the C&W study was undertaken,
there have been some very significant changes in both planning and the economy. These
include:


PPS4 and its practice guidance, published in December 2009 and in the case off PPS4
now replaced by the NPPF.
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The Coalition Government announced its intention to abolish regional strategies, which
has a knock on effect in respect of the regional hierarchy of centres and requirements
for housing and employment growth.



The downturn in the economy, the resultant slow down of consumer expenditure growth
and uncertain recovery timescales.



The banking crisis, the associated lack of development finance and the viability
challenges facing town centre redevelopments.



The continuing changes in consumer preferences, including the increase of e-tailing
and the polarisation of retailing (i.e. larger stores and centres are becoming more
dominant).

1.8

These changes have implications for both the quantitative outputs within the Plymouth
Retail and Centres Study and the policy direction of its recommendations, and therefore
have consequences for Plymouth’s future strategic policies.

1.9

Throughout the report we set out the main changes that have taken place since the last
report was published, emphasising the impact that the economy has had on our
assumptions and the main outputs.

Report structure
1.10

The remainder of this report is structured as follows:


Section 2 provides an overview of national, regional and local policy and the retail
environment and economy



Section 3 describes the current performance of the main centres and retailing areas in
Plymouth



Section 4 sets out our analysis of the current patterns of retail spending, drawing on the
telephone survey of households



Section 5 provides our analysis needs in the retail sector (to 2031)



Section 6 sets out our recommendations
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2

POLICY CONTEXT AND THE ECONOMY

2.1

The following section briefly summarises the national planning policy and the local planning
and retail / economic strategies that frame this study. Although PPS4 has now been
replaced by the NPPF, the study was based on PPS4 principles and continues to reference
them, therefore the short summary of PPS4 remains as context. It should also be noted that
at this time the good practice guide which accompanied PPS4 remains in place.

National Planning Policy Framework
2.2

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) was published in March 2012. The NPPF
sets out the Government’s key economic, social and environmental objectives and the
planning policies required to deliver them.

2.3

Paragraph 16.1 of the NPPF states that local planning authorities should develop an
evidence base in order to assess:


The need for land or floorspace for economic development, including both the
quantitative and qualitative needs for all foreseeable types of economic activity over the
plan period, including for retail and leisure development



The existing and future supply of land available for economic development and its
sufficiency and suitability to meet identified needs.



The role and function of town centres and the relationship between them, including any
trends in performance of centres



The capacity of existing centres to accommodate new town centre development.

Planning for town centres
2.4

With regard to ensuring the vitality of town centres, NPPF paragraph 23 states that local
planning authorities should:


Recognise town centres as the heart of their communities and pursue policies to
support their viability and vitality



Define a network and hierarchy of centres that is resilient to anticipated future
economic changes



Promote competitive town centres that provide customer choice and a diverse retail
offer and which reflect the individuality of town centres



Allocate a range of suitable sites to meet the scale and type of retail, leisure,
commercial, office, tourism, cultural, community and residential development needed in
town centres.



Allocate appropriate edge of centre sites for main town centre uses that are well
connected to the town centre where suitable and viable town centre sites are not
available.



Set policies for the consideration of proposals for main town centre uses which cannot
be accommodated in or adjacent to town centres



Where town centres are in decline, local planning authorities should plan positively for
their future to encourage economic activity.
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PPS4
2.5

2.6

The Government’s objectives were set out in PPS4 Planning for Sustainable Economic
Growth and were to achieve sustainable economic growth by:


Building prosperous communities by improving the economic performance of cities,
towns, regions, sub regions and local areas



Reducing the gap in economic growth rates between regions, promoting regeneration
and tackling deprivation



Delivering more sustainable patterns of development



Promoting the vitality and viability of town and other centres as important places for
communities



Raising the quality of life and the environment in rural areas by promoting thriving,
inclusive and locally distinctive rural communities.

Policies EC3 to EC5 are plan making policies regarding town and other centres. Regional
Planning Bodies (RPBs) and Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) are required to:


Set out a strategy for the management and growth of centres over the plan period



Promote competitive town centre environments and provide consumer choice



Identify a range of sites to accommodate identified need.

Practice Guidance
2.7

2.8

“Planning for town centres: practice guidance on need, impact and the sequential
approach”, was published in December 2009 alongside PPS4. It supports the
implementation of national policy, but does not set out new policy. The main objectives of
the Practice Guidance are:


To promote development in Town Centres



To provide advice on preparing need and impact assessments and assist in determining
planning applications



To illustrate how a sequential approach can be applied



To encourage a greater degree of consistency and transparency to assist in preparation
of need and impact assessments

The Practice Guidance states that consideration of need, sequential site assessments and
impact assessments should be undertaken regionally to inform the RSS and locally to
prepare the LDF. It recognises the importance of identifying need, both quantitative and
qualitative. Throughout this study we have taken into account the principles set out in the
Practice Guidance.

The Requirements of the Current and Emerging Regional and Sub
Regional Policy
Regional Planning Guidance 10
2.9

The current Regional Spatial Strategy is Regional Planning Guidance 10 (RPG10)
published in 2001. It provides a broad development strategy for the South West Region up
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to 2016. The RSS presents a vision and 12 key objectives which include improving
economic competitiveness; promoting economic development in locations where it can best
contribute to meeting local needs; addressing variations in prosperity through regeneration,
meeting people’s requirements for jobs and facilities; and improving accessibility.
2.10

RPG10 presents a number of policies pertinent to retail and Town Centre uses. In
particular, the RPG seeks to develop the local economic and service functions of towns and
limit the expansion of out of town shopping destinations.

2.11

In particular Policy EC6 outlines a range of more specific provisions in relation to Town
Centres and the location of retail development. It covers the following:


Locate larger retail, leisure, commercial and public facilities in the centres of the Primary
Urban Areas (Plymouth is one of 11 PUA in the South West) and in other designated
centres for growth specified in the spatial strategy



Ensure that such development is located where it will contribute to the regeneration and
environmental improvement of Town Centres



Ensure the protection of the vitality and viability of existing centres, including suburban
centres



Ensure that development is located where it can help to reduce the need to travel,
encourage journeys by modes other than the private car

Regional Spatial Strategy for the South West
2.12

The Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) was to provide planning guidance for the South West
for the period up to 2026. Its aim was to manage the change and development in the South
West that will be needed to support a growing population and economy. The RSS was
intended to inform and guide the spatial planning policy for Local Development Frameworks
(LDFs).

2.13

The South West Regional Assembly (SWRA) approved the draft RSS in March 2006.
Following an Examination in Public (EiP), and an independent Panel Report, the Secretary
of State published ‘Proposed Changes’ which were subject a public consultation period.
The RSS was due to be published in June 2009, but was further delayed. It has not been
finalised following the establishment of the Coalition Government and their pledge to
withdraw such Strategies.

Core Strategy (April 2007)
2.14

Plymouth has an adopted Core Strategy (April 2007) which establishes an overarching
planning vision and framework up to 2021.

2.15

Plymouth is the second largest city in the South West – the other being Bristol in the north
of the region. The Core Strategy determines that Plymouth has the scope to ‘continue to
accommodate significant change in a sustainable way – with opportunities within or very
well related to the main urban area and its major transport routes.’ With this in mind it is the
aim for Plymouth to become the economic hub of the far South West.
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2.16

This existing opportunity for change will help accommodate Plymouth’s growth agenda
which seeks to increase the population from 246,100 in 2005 to 300-350,000 in 2026 (but
with a mind to outside factors such as the national and global economy).

2.17

The spatial distribution of growth is clearly directed at the City Centre and waterfront
regeneration areas with additional take up in ‘opportunity sites’ to the east and north of the
city. The need for an appropriate range, mix and type of development are to be considered
in all growth (Strategic Objective 7: Delivering adequate shopping provision). Within the City
Centre there is an identified need to expand the range of retailers and to modernise
premises.

2.18

Within the City Vision there is scope for new centres at Derriford, Devonport, Weston Mill,
Millbay and Plymstock. These have been identified in order to address current gaps in
community level retail provision and to support the needs of an increasing population under
the growth agenda. Overall the City will encompass a total of 100,000 – 170,000 sq m (net)
of new comparison floorspace.

2.19

In terms of meeting this future need, the City Centre is the ‘priority location for
accommodating new floorspace’. This remains the stated priority for the term of the plan.
(Policy CS06 City Centre). However, a secondary centre at Derriford will be an additional
location for retail investment once the performance of the City Centre is established.

2.20

The Core Strategy seeks to establish a ‘proactive strategy for shopping, focussed on
directing new retail development such that it contributes to delivering the City Vision,
improving existing retail facilities, addressing deficiencies in the retail hierarchy and
planning for future growth.’ Key to this is vitality and viability, genuine choice, a quality
environment and a mix of activity.

2.21

There is an established hierarchy of shopping centres (further detailed in Section 3) in
relation to comparison shopping. The City Centre is the dominant centre with additional
district, local and out of centre areas. The opposite is the case in relation to convenience
provision.
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2.22

Floorspace requirement is identified within the Core Strategy as follows:
Table 2.1 Core Strategy Convenience floorspace estimated expenditure increases
Estimated growth

Total available
expenditure
(main food & top
up expenditure)

2006
(2003
prices)

to 2011

to 2016

to 2021

to 2026

£383.2m

£17.22m

£37.48m

£79.95m

£116.91m.

Food stores at the
Derriford, Devonport,
Plymstock Quarry and
Weston Mill centres will be
sufficient to meet this
increase in available
expenditure

‘Beyond 2011 it is concluded that there will be a
growing capacity for additional floorspace, as a
function of expenditure growth per capita and
expenditure growth. This assumes a constant market
share going forward as it is unlikely the current market
share can be much improved save for the east side of
the city.’

Measures to
meet this growth

Table 2.2 Core Strategy Comparison floorspace requirements (City wide) 1
Estimated requirement:

2006
(2003 prices)

to 2011

to 2016

to 2021

to 2026

£158.43m

£428.77m

£859.27m

£1,442.54m

22,631sq.m. –
36,775sq.m

56,866sq.m. –
92,407sq.m.

105,756sq.m. –
71,854sq.m.

164,880sq.m.
–
267,930sq.m

Plymouth catchment
- about £1.245 bln

Total
available
expenditure

Plymouth City £917.87m (73.7%
market share of
catchment
expenditure)
City Centre £637.05m,
or 51.1%.

Estimated

net
floorspace
requirements

2.23

A summary of proposed new shopping centres within the retail hierarchy and related
requirements (Policy CS07 Plymouth Retail Hierarchy) is provided below:

1

Note: ‘These calculations assume constant market shares, having assumed an uplift for Drake Circus of 7.5%. The
floorspace bands suggested are based on typical trading densities for High Street and retail warehouse type
development respectively’. Also it is noted that the figures are dependent upon population growth forecasts and that
current demand for floorspace is weak (Plymouth City Council Core Strategy, 2007)
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Derriford District Centre: a new centre, a major foodstore with complementary
comparison goods shopping, residential, office, leisure and food and drink uses. Impact
assessment will be used to ensure future development does not affect the role of the
City Centre. This will support the Council’s bi-polar economy vision and the proposed
growth in population.



Weston Mill District Centre: medium sized foodstore (1,500-2,000 sq m net),
complementary comparison goods shopping.



Devonport Local Centre: to support the regeneration of Devonport and the creation of
a new community on MoD land



Millbay Local Centre: to support the creation of a new community in Millbay and to be
linked to tourism and leisure



Plymstock Quarry: to support the new neighbourhood



Laira Embankment Retail Park: a new retail destination of appropriate scale, size,
quality and accessibility to improve this city gateway

City Centre and University Area Action Plan (adopted April 2010)
2.24

The adopted Area Action Plan seeks to work with the existing City Centre taking on board
the overall structure created by the Abercrombie and Watson Plan, respecting the heritage
and historic buildings, whilst seeking to address those physical areas of the centre that do
not function in terms of supporting the retail heart of the city.

2.25

The Vision for the City Centre is:
‘To reinforce the City Centre’s role as a vibrant and thriving regional destination, providing
high quality shopping, recreation, cultural, civic, education and commercial facilities,
well connected to surrounding neighbourhoods, as well as being a safe place of quality
in which to live

2.26

2.27

The AAP seeks to address a set of main issues:


Poor distribution of anchor stores



Small size of units



Dominance of ‘shopping’



Low quality buildings



Low density development



Lack of activity outside of core shopping hours

A number of key development opportunities are highlighted within the plan, including:


The creation of new arcades, linking existing main streets, to increase the number and
variety of units / uses (for example, Cornwall Street/New George Street)



A new development to support a new anchor store (Armada Way /Cornwall Street)



Redevelopment of Cornwall Street (east) and remainder of Cornwall Street (west)



West End: strengthening of this area to enable an increase in retailing floorspace (within
areas of low density development), and to increase the type of offer Plymouth provides
by enabling social and cultural activities, including evening uses. :
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Additional uses around Royal Parade (south) in the ‘Leisure and Civic District’, to
include a new hotel and other leisure and entertainment uses and some additional retail
units

Derriford and Seaton Area Action Plan, pre-submission consultation
(February 2011)
2.28

Derriford is identified as Plymouth’s northern gateway and has a key arterial route (the
A386) running through it. Despite having key employment and academic institutions located
in Derriford (for example the University College of St Mark and St John, Plymouth
International Medical and Technology Park, Derriford Hospital, Tamar Science Park) the
area only has a population of 4,000.

2.29

The area experiences a range of issues, including:

2.30

2.31

2.32



Fragmented urban form



Poor connections to surrounding neighbourhoods



Limited services / retailing



Congested infrastructure (particularly at peak times)

The pre submission Area Action Plan outlines the Council’s plans to create the bi-polar
economy, as outlined within the Core Strategy, which will seek to address/provide:


A better linked and better serviced community meeting the needs of current and future
residents and businesses



New services and shopping facilities for the north of the City



Additional employment land (6,000 new jobs)



New housing (a contribution towards Plymouth’s growth agenda)



Improve infrastructure

In terms of retail provision, this draft document details the following:


A new Major District Centre at Derriford (proposal DS17):



Total amount of floorspace that could be provided (maximum) is 30,000sq m by 2026



Phase One (by 2016) could incorporate 10,000 sq m, to include a food store of
approximately 5,000 sq m (gross) and 5,000 sq m of complementary ancillary retail
units of varying sizes



When local needs are determined and impact upon the City Centre established, the
completed Derriford District Centre could include food store provision of up to 14,000 sq
m (one or more operators) and approximately 13,000 sq m of comparison/fashion units
and approximately 3,000 sq m of ancillary service units.

Also indicated is a new Local Centre at Seaton, comprising of up to 2,000 sq m (gross) of
A1 to A5 retail including a small supermarket and further local retail provision at the North
West Quadrant (east of A386) comprising of around 820 sq m (gross) of A1 to A5 uses, up
to a total of 1,500 sq m by the end of the plan period.
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Summary
2.33

There is an adopted policy direction for the future development of retail provision within
Plymouth. The key document is the Core Strategy which frames the overall policy direction,
seeking to ensure a strong and vibrant City Centre through enabling further development in
key City Centre locations; namely those that are currently under-utilised / have low density
development in order to complement and strengthen the existing offer. In addition the Core
Strategy recognises the important role of district centres and seeks to ensure that future
provision matches local community requirements.

2.34

A key policy direction contained within the Core Strategy is also that of the need to create a
bi-polar economy through the creation of a new district centre at Derriford. Located to the
north of the City Centre and identified as an area for further population and employment
growth, Derriford is seen as a key opportunity for additional, complementary retail growth.
The Derriford and Seaton Area Action Plan has been through the pre-submission stage,
and is timetabled to go through a second pre-submission consultation during the summer of
2012.

Economic context
2.35

In this section we set the context of the retail study in light of the current economic
downturn and current retail trends and shopping behaviour.
Downturn in the Economy

2.36

The study has been prepared during a period of economic downturn in the UK, in marked
contrast to the previous study which was prepared during an economically strong period for
the country. The current sustained downturn in the economy and recent period of recession
has had clear changes on the retail landscape in the UK, with a number of high profile
retailers entering administration, and discount-end retailers increasing in representation.
The downturn also affects consumer spending, with a greater reluctance to spend amongst
consumers on non-essential goods. As a result, the forecast levels of spending growth are
subdued, particularly for the short term. We illustrate the difference in spending growth in
section 5.

2.37

The economic downturn has also resulted in investors being more cautious. Developers
are looking to play competing centres against each other to secure the best deal for their
outlet or scheme. Nationally, many planned large new retail developments have been
suspended until the economy returns to stability. For example, we are aware of schemes in
Oxford, Bradford, Sheffield and Guildford which have been put on hold.

2.38

An additional significant implication of the economic downturn has been reduced house
building rates across the country. The effect of this slowdown is that we expect population
growth, in the short term at least, to be more muted than previously forecast. This is
reflected in the base year population forecasts used in this study. The short term slowdown
in population growth will have implications for the quantitative need for additional retail
floorspace in the catchment area, and in particular the timing of when this need is likely to
arise.
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2.39

However, there are some signs that momentum is returning to the retail market, especially
for schemes which include some of the stronger performers in the market. There is also
considerable development activity by foodstore operators, which has continued throughout
the economic downturn. There is evidence of this within Plymouth, with Tesco recently
obtaining planning consent for a redeveloped store on Transit Way and other operators
likely to submit applications for new or expanded stores in the next 12 months. There has
also been a planning application submitted by Tesco for a new foodstore in Saltash, just
outside the city.

2.40

PPS4 states that assessment of need should be based on realistic inputs into forecasting,
and accordingly this study takes into account the likely length of the downturn, based on the
most up-to-date forecasts of population and expenditure growth.
Polarisation Trend in the UK

2.41

A significant and long term trend is the continuing polarisation by retailers towards larger
schemes in larger centres which is driven by a number of factors. Retailers recognise that
greater efficiency can be achieved by having a strategic network of large stores offering a
full range, rather than having a large network of smaller stores, and are therefore
increasingly seeking to serve larger population catchments from larger stores. It is also
driven by consumers, who are becoming more discerning and are increasingly prepared to
travel further.

2.42

There is therefore a concentration of comparison goods expenditure in a smaller number of
larger centres. Indeed CB Richard Ellis estimates that half the population currently shops in
just 70 or so major locations, down from 200 locations 30 years ago2.

2.43

The growth of the dominant foodstores and decline in unit numbers poses similar
challenges for district and local centres which rely on their convenience/service base. A
clear picture is emerging of a network of large dominant superstores, and corresponding
decline/diversification in the traditional smaller centre. Again, CB Richard Ellis suggest that
‘half the population now shop for main groceries in less than 1,000 of the country’s 10,000+
main grocery stores: the majority located out-of-town’3.
Trends in key retail sectors
Clothing & Footwear

2.44

Clothing and footwear is the second largest area of town centre retail spending in the UK
after food and grocery. The sector remains relatively strong, despite a number of high
profile administrations. However, recent research has indicated that price remains the
second highest loyalty driver in the sector (behind range of goods4), suggesting that the
pressures on disposable income remain pertinent to the sector.

2

Source: CB Richard Ellis, UK Retail Briefing
Source: CB Richard Ellis, UK Retail Briefing
4
Verdict Research ‘How Britain Shops: Clothing’, 2011
3
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2.45

Clothing & footwear retailers have benefited from a raft of new shopping centre space and
town centre rejuvenation over the last few years. At the same time, as they are seeking to
expand and complement their town centre portfolios, town centres do remain the biggest
sales channel for the sector. Some clothing retailers continue to open new trading
floorspace despite the economic downturn, or upgrade existing retail floorspace (for
example, in Plymouth, Next moved from a small store to occupy the much larger store in
Drake Circus); however others such as Arcadia Group (which owns Burton, Dorothy
Perkins, Evans and Top Shop) are seeking to reduce presence in centres as leases expire.
Lower-middle market clothing retailers such as New Look and H&M continue to trade
successfully.

2.46

Forecasts for the sector over the study period indicate that growth will continue, but it is
likely to be directed towards ‘value retailers’ and ‘premium players’, rather than the middle
market. In 2000, 28 per cent of consumers shopped in ‘value’ retailers. By 2010, this had
increased to 57 per cent. However, ‘premium players’ look set to play an increasingly
important role in the sector – since the onset of the recession, the number of shoppers
regularly buying at premium stores such as Crew Clothing and White Stuff has increased by
6.2 per cent (equivalent to an extra 3.2 million adults) 5.
Bulky Goods

2.47

The poor performance of the DIY sector in recent years has been well-documented and is
set to continue in the short-term. New store openings by DIY store operators are relatively
limited. The Focus DIY chain, which has almost 200 stores across the UK, entered
administration in May 2011, reflecting the ongoing difficulties in this sector.
Department Stores

2.48

There has been a lot of new shopping centre space available for department stores during
the last few years. This new space, coupled with the big players revamping existing stores,
has led to department stores increasing their share of town centre sales from 7.4% in 2002
to 7.8% in 2007. However, expansion plans of many department stores were subsequently
put on hold on account of the recession, and only now are beginning to come back on
stream, and the retailers with higher operating margins remain reluctant to open new space.

2.49

Driven by market saturation for full line department stores in many areas, major department
store operators are now willing to take on smaller format stores. For example, John Lewis
are trialling a number of ‘John Lewis At Home’ stores, which typically operate from retail
park locations, and focus solely on the home furnishings element of a full-line John Lewis
department store.

2.50

Despite the economic downturn, department stores continue to open new stores, typically in
areas where there is a gap in the market. For example, John Lewis have signed to open
new stores in Birmingham, Leeds, Exeter and Stratford (East London), whilst Debenhams
have opened stores in Wakefield and Newbury.

5

Barclays Corporate (with Verdict Consulting), ‘Current and Future Opportunities for the UK Clothing Industry’, 2011
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Electricals
2.51

Major electrical specialists such as Currys have been withdrawing from town centres as
they concentrate on Internet operations and relocating out-of-town, where they can be
accommodated in larger-format stores. Town centre electrical stores are now smaller, and
often have a greater focus on home entertainment goods, such as cameras, personal
computers and audio and video equipment; and personal music players. DSGi, the owners
of Currys and PC World, have in some cases sought to combine the retail offer of two
standalone stores into one unit, usually branded ‘Currys Megastore’. The company has also
undertaken a rebranding and modernisation of many of their stores.

2.52

This shift to out-of-centre locations, together with the reduction in electrical store numbers
and the increase of electrical items sales online, has resulted in the amount of space
occupied by them in town centres falling by 3.9% over the five years to 2009. At the same
time, sales densities have increased due to the arrival in town centres of higher density
retailers, who operate from smaller stores and sell higher value products.

2.53

The substantial investment in DSGi in their stores has been triggered by the arrival of a new
competitor in this sector in the form of BestBuy. An established name in the US, BestBuy
recently opened a number of UK stores, including in Derby and Nottingham. However, the
presence of BestBuy in the UK retail market has been short-lived, and it was confirmed in
November 2011 that all UK BestBuy stores would imminently cease operations, following
poor trading performance since their launch.

2.54

The poor performance of BestBuy is a clear indicator that the electricals sector is not
immune from the economic downturn. As noted above, DSGi are choosing not to renew the
leases of many of their town centre Currys Digital stores once they have expired, and the
Comet chain continues to struggle with poor performance in the UK.
Convenience Sector

2.55

Large foodstores (those with a net selling space of at least 25,000 sq.ft / 2,300 sq. m) have
been the primary driver of growth in the convenience sector. Growth in floorspace of large
foodstores has continued throughout the economic downturn, with typically a 3-4 per cent
increase in floorspace per year. Floorspace in smaller stores (supermarkets, Co-Ops and
convenience stores less than 25,000 sq.ft net) has shown marginal decline, whilst the
floorspace in food specialists (such as butchers, bakers and greengrocers) has reduced by
between 2 and 3 per cent per year. A summary of these trends is provided in Table 2.3.
Publications by the New Economics Foundation have highlighted the decline in small,
specialist retailers, identifying that between 1994 and 2002, the number of independent
businesses selling food, tobacco and beverages fell by almost 30,000.
Table 2.3 Convenience floorspace in the UK by retailer type, 2000-2010
Sector

Superstores

Smaller stores

Food specialists

Total floorspace,
2000 (sq.ft net)

45,760,000

57,924,000

22,166,000

Total floorspace,

54,608,000

57,010,000

18,267,000
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2005 (sq.ft net)
Total floorspace,

65,528,000

54,358,000

16,526,000

2010 (sq.ft net)
Source: Verdict Research UK Food & Grocery Retailers 2010, page 59

2.56

The convenience sector appears to have been largely unaffected by the economic
downturn, and indeed has often been the beneficiary of floorspace becoming available in
town and City Centres as a result of comparison goods retailers entering administration. For
example, Iceland acquired 57 former Woolworths stores in early 2009, with Tesco also
acquiring a number of stores to be converted into ‘Metro’/’Express’ format stores. However,
Verdict Research considers that expenditure growth in the convenience sector is likely to
slow down in the short term:
‘Growth in expenditure on food & grocery products has slowed significantly in 2010 and in
the short term it is set to be subdued comparative to the sector’s recent performance.
Competitive pressures in the sector are set to intensify which, coupled with emerging
consumer trends towards online and convenience retailing, is forcing a strategic rethink for
retailers. They will need to adjust strategies and propositions to ensure returns are
maximised as new market dynamics emerge.’
(Verdict Research UK Food &Grocery Retailers 2010, page 2)

2.57

Asda acquired the Netto chain of supermarkets in 2010, and plans to convert all acquired
Netto stores over to Asda branding during 2011 and 2012. The first of the new format ‘Asda
Supermarket’ stores opened in Worksop in May 2011. Morrisons are on an ambitious drive
to increase their market share in the south west, especially given their major investment in
a new distribution and packing facility in Bridgwater. At the higher end of the grocery
market, Waitrose are currently embarking on a sustained programme of store openings
outside its traditional south east

2.58

Operators are also continuing to open larger format stores – we have noted above the
recent planning consent for a new Tesco store in Plymouth as an example of this, although
it is understood that Tesco may be moving away from these very large format stores, so
whether this trend continues remains to be seen. Operators are also investing heavily in
smaller ‘Express’ format stores in town and City Centre locations. For example, in the year
ending 2010/11, Tesco added 155 Express stores to its store portfolio, compared to 37
‘Extra’/large format Tesco stores. Verdict expects the trend towards smaller, more flexible
format to continue in the short term:
‘In responding to emerging consumer trends it is also imperative that grocers pursue
balanced and flexible space expansion. While grocers continue to face hurdles and
narrowing opportunities for new outlets in out-of-town locations, each of the Big Four has
aggressive expansion plans in the pipeline, not least Tesco (2.4 million sq ft in 2010/11) and
Sainsbury (2.5 million sq ft in the two years to March 2011). However, as the race for space
intensifies, format flexibility will be essential. Indeed, we expect smaller formats will
increasingly form the focus of expansion plans. Expansion plans will be focused on
convenience stores to capitalise on emerging consumer shopping habits. Moreover,
compared to larger stores, convenience stores have less stringent planning laws.’
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(Verdict Research UK Food &Grocery Retailers 2010, page 3)

2.59

The major foodstore operators have been seeking to diversify into non–food markets.
Furthermore, out-of-centre space is cheaper than comparable space in town centres,
making it easier for out-of-centre superstores to compete on price, while adjacent parking
makes them much more convenient for bulkier household goods. The expansion of
foodstore operators’ non-food offers via their out-of-centre superstores – thereby providing
a convenient one-stop shop for most food and non-food needs - represents a significant
threat to high street retailers. Both Tesco and Asda, in addition to their supermarkets,
operate a number of standalone non-food stores (‘Tesco Home Plus’ and ‘Asda Living’
respectively) which tend to occupy space at purpose-built out-of-town retail parks.
Sales densities

2.60

In the pre recession years growth of retail expenditure outstripped supply of floorspace
leading to growth in sales densities. This was exaggerated by the impact of the relaxation of
Sunday trading and the 24 hour stores and the replacement of older stores with more
efficient modern floorspace.

2.61

However the recent and future expansion of the numbers of stores and the reduction in
expenditure growth as previously discussed will be at the expense of sales densities. As
Verdict states in its 2011 grocery report
‘Retailers are diluting the benefits of increased space by encroaching on existing store catchment areas,
while consumers are spending less and volumes are suffering. Though we forecast that sales densities at
current prices will continue to rise, we expect real sales densities at constant prices to decline between
2011 and 2015’

2.62

This downward trend is expected to continue, especially with consumers demanding
improved shopping environments which inevitably require more space. Therefore these
decreases in sales densities will increase the future need for greater space.
E-tail

2.63

UK internet and non store based retail sales have increased at a rapid pace in recent years.
The increase in e-retail is due to convenience, lower prices than those in stores and
shoppers are able to search out bargains including second-hand goods. In 2006 shoppers
spent a total of £13.7bn on non store retail activity - by this year (2012) this is expected to
have risen to £39.4bn6, the majority of which is made up of online sales. Growth rates have
also been much higher with the gap widening over the past few years. Therefore, whilst
sales in traditional High Streets have suffered as a result of the economic downturn, online
sales have consistently increased.

2.64

At the same time, the internet is becoming more complex and competitive, and retailers
must adapt to this retailing climate. The growth of Marketplace websites is changing the
dynamics of the market and further intensifying competition. While unfavourable economic
conditions are forcing retailers to scale back on physical retail space, their online operations

6

Experian Retail Planner Briefing Note 2011
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allow them to reach a much wider customer base. There has also been recent growth in
the ‘Click & Collect’ method of online shopping — whereby a customer orders and pays for
the desired product online, and then collects it from the nearest large branch of the retailer.
This approach is currently being rolled out by retailers including Tesco, Sainsbury’s, Asda,
Next, House of Fraser and John Lewis, amongst others.
2.65

The growing number of high street clothing and footwear retailers who have established an
online presence, are likely to continue to benefit from broadening their offers to rival both
the depth and breadth of those in store. There is evidence to suggest that the online
clothing sector remains buoyant despite the economic downturn. In February 2010, it was
reported that online shopping in this sector posted a 34 per cent year-on-year increase.

2.66

In January 2011 the Interactive Media in Retail Group (IMRG) revealed that consumers in
the UK spent £58.8bn online during 2010, an increase of 18 per cent on the previous year.
In the busiest month for online (and general retail) spending, December, an equivalent of
£111 per person was spent online, an increase from £89 per person the previous year.

2.67

In January 2012 IMRG stated that Britons spent £68.2 billion on the internet in 2011, an
increase of almost £10 billion on 2010. This is equivalent to £2,180 for every adult in the
country. During December 2011 shoppers in the UK a total of £7.9bn online during
December, equivalent to £155 per person, up from £111 the previous year.

2.68

Table 2.4 shows the year-on-year growth in key online sectors between December 2008
and December 2009, and also between December 2009 and December 2010. It shows that
whilst growth in some sectors such as electricals and gifts may be levelling out, other
sectors such as clothing and beers, wines & spirits are continuing to post extremely strong
levels of online growth.
Table 2.4 Growth in online spending in key sectors, 2008-2010
Sector

Change in online spending,
December 2008 to December
2009

Change in online spending,
December 2009 to December 2010

Beers, wines and spirits

+21%

+36%

Clothing, footwear and
accessories

+18%

+40%

Electricals

+39%

+8%

Gifts

+70%

+22%

Health and beauty

+39%

+19%

Source: IMRG Press Releases, 22 January 2010 and 21 January 2011, via www.imrg.org.
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2.69

Current forecasts from Experian7 suggest that online shopping on convenience goods is
likely to increase throughout the study period, but in the case of comparison goods, peak at
17.0 per cent between the years of 2016 and 2017, and then marginally decrease
throughout the rest of the study period. In the period to 2017, Experian consider that nonstore retailing will increase at a faster pace than total retail sales. Experian comments that
‘Our assumption that after 2018 internet shopping grows in line with total retail sales reflects
the maturing of the market as the number of computer-literate adults reaches saturation
point’. The outputs of this study specifically take into account this anticipated growth of
online shopping, and, based on Experian guidance, we remove the proportion of total
expenditure which is expected to be diverted towards online shopping before presenting the
final quantitative floorspace requirements for the City.

2.70

Figure 2.1 shows the growth in online spending on convenience and comparison goods
throughout the course of the study period, based on forecasts provided by Experian.
Experian advise however that ‘The calculation of how demand for retail floorspace will be
affected by the rapid expansion of SFT remains a key issue. While it is undeniable that the
challenge to traditional store-based shopping is growing, two factors temper the threat.


Since the non-store retailing figures include supermarkets and other retailers that
source internet goods sales from store space, the share of non-store retailing is overstated from the point of view of those interested in physical retail outlets, particularly for
convenience goods.



Even if non-store retailing outpaces store-based shopping as assumed over the next
few years, store-based shopping is still expected to continue to expand at an annual
average of over 2% per annum in per capita terms from 2014 to 2028 (Experian
emphasis in bold).

2.71

Reflecting the first bullet point in the above paragraph, Experian also present adjusted
comparison and convenience goods forecasts, which remove internet goods sourced from
physical store space. This is, broadly speaking, 50 per cent of the total convenience goods
SFT forecast and 25 per cent of the total comparison goods forecast. This is also shown in
Figure 2.1 below. We use the adjusted convenience goods rates as the basis of our
quantitative capacity assessment for the amount of comparison and convenience goods
floorspace which is expected to be required in the City.

2.72

However, based on these uncertainties, we recommend that updated forecasts of internet
spending should be taken into account in any update to the findings of this report which the
Council undertakes over the plan period.

7

The most recent forecasts from Experian are set out in Experian Retail Planner 9, September 2011. We have used this
document as the reference point for all Experian forecasts mentioned in this study.
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Figure 2.1 - Forecast of non-store retailing (Special Forms of Trading) market share to
2026
18.00%
16.00%
14.00%
12.00%
Proportion of 10.00%
total sales to SFT
(%)
8.00%
6.00%
4.00%
2.00%

Comparison goods SFT (unadjusted)

Convenience goods SFT (unadjusted)

Comparison goods SFT (adjusted)

Comparison goods SFT (adjusted)

2026
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2024

2023

2022

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016
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2011
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2009

0.00%

Source: Experian Retail Planner 9, September 2011, Appendix 3
*Special Forms of Trading **adjusted SFT includes internet, mail order and markets.
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3

CURRENT PERFORMANCE OF RETAIL CENTRES
Introduction

3.1

Plymouth has a clear retail hierarchy and this is established within strategy documentation
(namely the Core Strategy). Three tiers of retail centres exist: City Centre, District Centres
(seven) and Local Centres with additional ‘out of centre’ retailing locations

3.2

The hierarchy has been monitored over time and modified according to on the ground
changes in provision. Preparatory work undertaken to inform the development of the
Shopping Centres Supplementary Planning Document has more recently identified a more
detailed hierarchy incorporating City Centre, major district, districts, local centres and
neighbourhood centres. This addresses the aim of developing a bi-polar economy utilising
the dominant presence of the City Centre and creating a new major district to the north of
the city at Derriford.

Centre Healthchecks
3.3

A review of previous retail studies and reports provides information on the state of the City
and district centres in terms of their general ‘health’ in relation to vitality and viability, their
appearance, diversity of uses and outstanding issues in relation to their functionality. A
summary of this review is provided as follows.8 The following map highlights the location of
the city and district centres.

8

Note: healthcheck information for the City Centre is slightly dated (2006) in as much as it pre-dates the Drake Circus
development which was completed later that year. Supplementary information has therefore been taken from the City
Centre & University Area Action Plan 2006-2021). District Centre healthcheck information is more current following the
Plymouth District and Local Centres Study, Cushman and Wakefield 2010).
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Figure 3.1 Plymouth City and District centres

City Centre
3.4

The City Centre layout is founded upon a masterplan vision created by Abercrombie and
Watson following the destruction of the majority of the Centre’s built environment during the
Second World War. The Centre is based upon a grid pattern – east west (Royal Parade,
New George Street, Cornwall Street, Mayflower Street), and north south (Armada Way to
The Hoe).The grid pattern was designed to build upon the waterfront setting and aimed to
create a vista from the north along the central Armada Way boulevard to the Hoe and the
waterfront area.

3.5

This layout continues to form the basis of the Centre, the main additions being the Armada
Centre (which sits within the grid layout) and the more recent development of Drake Circus,
a new 52,000sqm mixed use development at the eastern edge of the City Centre to the
east of Cornwall Street and New George Street. This is an enclosed shopping complex and
is a departure from the existing built structures.
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3.6

The City Centre provides a strong comparison offer. There is a predominance of national
multiple retailers within the centre – including House of Fraser, Debenhams, BHS, Marks &
Spencer, Primark, Boots and Next. However, there is also a good representation of
independent outlets.

3.7

The completion of Drake Circus in 2006 (an additional 70 units) has helped move Plymouth
up the Retail Rankings (MHE) from 35th in 2003/04 to 17th in 2008.

Current Retail Provision
3.8

2011 GOAD data provides the most current information in terms of retail provision within
the City Centre (Table 3.1)
Table 3.1

3.9

Type of retail provision

UK average, 2010

Plymouth %

Difference to UK
average

Convenience goods
retailers

17.49

9.51

-7.98

Comparison goods
retailers

47.53

63.51

15.98

Services

22.94

11.34

-11.60

Employment, careers, Post
Offices and information

0.98

0.60

-0.38

Vacant units (all
categories)

11.06

15.04

3.98

Key features of this data are as follows:


Plymouth has a strong comparison goods offer in terms of its current retailers, with a
16% higher share in this type of use than the UK average. This remains a consistent
trend as reflected in the previous Plymouth Retail Study



Convenience goods provision and Service provision within the City Centre are
consequently both lower than the UK average (8% and 11.6% respectively)

Vacancy Rates
3.10

The recent GOAD data records vacancy levels at 15% (4% higher than the UK average). A
brief review of the City Centre alongside Property Agency interviews shows that vacancies
are highest in the west of the centre (secondary and tertiary retail).

3.11

The Business Improvement District (BID) initiative also collates vacancy data and has a
differing figure – 11.3% (excluding Drake Circus) and 10.7% (including Drake Circus) –
showing the high occupancy rate of Drake Circus. The reason for the difference across the
two data sets can be attributed to a) timescales (GOAD April 2011, BID report from May to
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September 2011) and b) a slight difference in the boundaries used by GOAD and the
Plymouth BID initiative (the former being slightly larger).

Recent Developments and Future Plans
3.12

Since the development of Drake Circus (2006) there has been an element of
reconfiguration of the high street – a shifting of individual retailer location. This combined
with the added impact of the recession has led to a lowering of rental values which has
resulted in some secondary and tertiary uses being in a position to negotiate on properties
aligned with what were the prime pitches of the City Centre prior to 2006. For example
along Armada Way and between the junction of Armada Way and New George Street /
Cornwall Street. The City Centre still holds capacity for further growth in terms of physical
development. This is due in part to the existing grid structure and some expansive areas of
low density development, and also the need for modernisation of elements of the existing
retail stock. The ‘City Centre and University Area Action Plan highlights the following areas:


Core Retail District: potential for new shopping areas to increase the number and
variety of units / uses including a new anchor store



Drake Circus/ New George Street – creation of an arcade of higher value retailers and
other uses linking Cornwall Street and New George Street



Redevelopment of Cornwall Street (east) and remainder of Cornwall Street (west),
61,000 sqm retail – smaller units which could also accommodate independent retailers.
To include two new modern car parks



Corner of Armada Way and Cornwall Street: new anchor department store, 25,000 sqm



West End: additional retailing, evening, social and cultural activities including:



▫

re-development of Colin Campbell Court: could be convenience or small scale
comparison in the form of a tight knit pattern of streets

▫

greater diversity and visual prominence of Indoor Market, introduction of higher
value boutique style shops

Hotel, leisure, entertainment, additional retail units to the south of Royal Parade
(Leisure and Civic District)

3.13

In general, the size of retail premises available within Plymouth is limited. This is most
notable when comparing the size of premises occupied by national retailers; in Plymouth
their floorspace take-up is much smaller than in comparable City Centres. Small unit size
remains an issue and impacts upon future change in the national multiples representation
within the City Centre.

3.14

However, retailer requirements (as indicated by Focus) report a sharp drop in requirements
from 2005 to 2010 – which mirrors the economic downturn. Local property agents indicate
that current demand is even more limited than estimated with only a small number of
requirements. Several agents indicated that at the present time movement in the primary
retail market is greatly dampened with no known current interest from national multiples.
There is more movement within the secondary retail market.

3.15

One prominent local agent reported that the size of units within the City Centre prime retail
area still pose an issue, with no shops having a depth of greater than 30m (other than the
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department/variety stores which are all occupied). This continues to pose a great constraint
on retailers looking to move into the City. Overall the agent indicated that there is still an
excess of supply, but this is more an issue of the qualitative than the quantitative offer.
3.16

Despite this, there is general optimism about future growth and retailer representation and
this is borne out by the example of a relatively stable situation at present within the Drake
Circus shopping complex. Another indicator of this optimism was reported by an additional
agent with a key interest in one of ‘blocks’ on New George Street. It was indicated that
buildings are outdated and in need of modernisation and that there are plans to address
this, indicating that their may be a willingness in the future to invest in the City Centre.

3.17

A strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats summary is as follows:
Strengths

Opportunities




Strong shopping offer



Majority of national multiple retailers
represented
Elements of the built environment with
a strong heritage / historic connection










A retail centre providing services at a
number of different levels: local,
strategic, sub-regional and regional
centre
Strong relationship to sea and coast
that can enhance pull of visitors and
users to the shopping centre











Growth of some national retailers in terms
of store sizes
Creation of a 24 hour environment
Redevelopment of low density areas
Increase mix of users/create more activity
including during evenings
Improved offer in the West End (market
and Independent district)
Greening of the City to improve the
environment
Increased activities in the West End:
evening, social, cultural & retailing
Creation new shopping areas in Core
Retail District - increase number/variety of
units. New anchor store, Cornwall St
Redevelopment of Colin Campbell Court
(West End)
West End (market), introduce greater
diversity, greater visual prominence, higher
value boutique shops
New anchor store corner Armada Way and
Cornwall Street
Redevelopment of Cornwall Street (east)
and remainder of Cornwall Street (west)
Drake Circus/New George Street – creation
of arcade of higher value retailers/other
uses


Weaknesses
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Small unit sizes in comparison to other
City Centres (for national multiples),
does not meet modern retailer
requirements
Poor distribution of anchor stores
(concentration around New George
Street (East) and Drake Circus




Lack of intensity and variety of
activities to attract users – over
reliance on sole activity of ‘shopping’
Low quality buildings in some areas

Opportunities for out of hours anti social
behaviour impinging on the attractiveness
to visitors and investors
Deepening impacts from the current
economic downturn affecting retailer
representation across the centre and in
particular to the east of the centre – which
could in turn continue to cause movement /
reconfiguration in the high street and an
effective reduction in frontage of primary
uses

Lack of out of hours activity
Lack of consistent approach to public
realm
Poor protection from weather
Poor linkages to neighbouring
residential areas
Out dated car parks

Plymouth’s Performance in relation to other key / neighbouring retail centres
3.18

9

As a regional retail centre, the performance of Plymouth in relation to other key and also
neighbouring retail centres is an important consideration. The following table provides a
number of data sets to identify comparative performance9.
Performance Indicator

Plymouth

Exeter

Truro

Bristol

Torquay

MHE Rankings (2008)

17

37

159

29 (pre
Cabot
Circus)

112

Venuescore 2011 (2007)

28 (down

27 (up

147

11

148

from 18)

from 37)

(down
from 135)

Retailer requirements Focus,
October 2011 (Focus, October
2010)

19 (down
from 38)

41 (down
from 67)

12 (down
from 15)

88 (down
from 157)

7 (down
from 14)

Zone A Rental Values (£/sq m,
Focus) % increase/decrease
(June 2008 to June 2009)

-20%

-18%

-11.5%

No change

-20%

Sourced from MHE Rankings, GOAD plans, Focus and neighbouring County Retail Studies.
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Floorspace sq m gross (GOAD)

144,490

121,100

76,984

75,600

3.19

Plymouth is now just below Exeter in the Venuescore rankings – Plymouth’s ranking has
decreased and Exeter’s has improved – reflecting the completion of the central Princesshay
shopping mall.

3.20

In relation to retailer requirements, local property agents indicate that current demand is
lower than estimated with only a small number of requirements. Despite this, there is
general optimism about future growth and retailer representation and this is borne out by
the example of a relatively stable situation at present within the Drake Circus shopping
complex. It is also apparent that across all centres interest in opening new stores has
declined considerably from last year, owing to the continuing uncertainties in the economy.

3.21

Zone A rental values for Plymouth are registering as having dropped by 20% within
Plymouth. Zone A figures for Exeter also indicate a significant drop in rental values but
stand slightly lower at 18%. These latest figures are for the year 2009 and it is noted that
consultation with property agents has indicated that the drop in rental values is greater than
these figures reflect. The double effect of the completion of Drake Circus and the economic
downturn has affected rental values across the high street (outside of the Drake Circus
development). Particular impact has been seen to the west of the centre (west Cornwall
Street and New George Street) where rental values have halved. This has resulted in an
increased take up of units by value stores and at times vacant premises, the latter having
been filled by charity shops.

Estover District Centre
3.22

Estover is a relatively new centre located to the north east of Plymouth and is reported as
being in a ‘reasonable’ state of repair. It has nine retail units housing an anchor foodstore,
post office, pharmacy, hairdressers, bookmakers, beauty parlour, takeaway and Boots the
Chemist. There is a relatively stable retailer presence with consistent occupation by the
three national multiple retailers (Asda, Boots, Betfred) with only one vacant property which
had not been vacant for any significant period (2010).

3.23

In terms of retail rankings (2008), Estover is recorded as being 5,257th (MHE Retail
Ranking).

3.24

In terms of the future of this district centre, additional growth could be accommodated
through reconfiguration of the car park and landscaped areas. Any such changes could be
used to introduce more natural surveillance of the main pedestrianised square to address
issues of anti social behaviour (outside of core opening times) through better design and
the possible introduction of residential properties in upper levels.

Mutley Plain District Centre
3.25

Mutley is an established centre, centrally located just to the north of the City Centre. It is a
located either side of a main – and busy - route into the City Centre. There are a significant
number of shops in the locality as a result of many stores relocating to this area following
the Second World War bombing of the City Centre. Representation is varied with a mix of
both national multiple and independent retailers.
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3.26

There are a total of 134 units anchored by 3 foodstores (Co-operative and Tesco) although
this is a relatively small store, 528sq m net). The Centre provides a significant number of
food and drink units (19% of all units in the centre) which is the largest concentration of all
the district centres. This is also the case in terms of financial and professional units (30% of
all units in this district centre).

3.27

In terms of retail rankings (2008), Mutley Plain is recorded as being 1,066th (MHE Retail
Ranking).

3.28

Factors limiting growth and change within Mutley Plain relate to car parking and difficulties
in increasing the size of the anchor foodstore. These in turn are restricted by the
layout/construction of the existing built environment. In relation to car parking it is however
the case that this area is well connected in terms of public transport and the high street is in
close proximity to a large residential area and a significant student population which
supports this district centre.

Plympton Ridgeway District Centre
3.29

Plympton Ridgeway is located to the east of Plymouth, close to the A38 and is a popular
commuter settlement. The centre has its origins with the settlement of Plympton St Maurice
and is an established centre. It is considered to offer a pleasant environment which is
supported by good quality buildings and open/green space. It contains 100 units (approx
19,000 sqm) with a mix of national multiples and independent retailers. The main retail area
is centred around an area called the Ridgeway Shopping Centre.

3.30

Two supermarkets provide anchor foodstores (Co-operative, 1,744 sq m net and Iceland,
544 sq m net). There is a good range of convenience and comparison stores with an
identified higher presence of comparison retailers than other district centres due to distance
from the City Centre.

3.31

In terms of retail rankings (2008), Plympton Ridgeway is recorded as being 816th (MHE
Retail Ranking).

3.32

Local retail property agents operating within this locality indicate that units rent well and
quickly to local independent retailers. There is no current interest from national multiples.

3.33

Key issues are that the main foodstores are relatively small in size and could be increased
in terms of floorspace to increase the level of provision. However, this would necessitate a
reduction in car parking and this needs to be considered carefully so as not to affect the
‘general health of the centre’.

Plymstock Broadway District Centre
3.34

Located in the south east of Plymouth, this is an established (1960’s) centre and one of the
largest district centres. With 68 units (11,000 sq m), anchored by a convenience foodstore
(Co-operative), it has a range of convenience, comparison and service units, although
representation by service retailers is relatively low. There is a good range of national
multiple retailers.

3.35

In terms of retail rankings (2008), Plymstock Broadway is recorded as being 779th (MHE
Retail Ranking).
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3.36

A total of 12% of units were recorded as vacant in 2010, however, there is a reported ‘very
good’ demand for units if they become available from local, independent retailers.

3.37

There is potential for expansion of the centre utilizing existing space (including car parks),
although it is noted that private car transport is identified as the main form of transport
to/from the area.

3.38

The main pedestrianised shopping centre has a pleasant environment, the only potential
issue being that of pedestrian/traffic conflict from the main open surface car park to the
Broadway.

Roborough District Centre
3.39

This is a relatively new centre located in the north of Plymouth. With only five units it is a
small centre (9,000 sq m gross) which is linked to a 24 hour foodstore (Tesco) which
incorporates a pharmacy, opticians, petrol station and in-store cafe). The remaining units
house an estate agent, film processor/dry cleaner, travel agent and motorparts/cycle
retailer.

3.40

In terms of retail rankings (2008), Roborough is recorded as being 1,481th (MHE Retail
Ranking).

3.41

There is a consistent occupation by retailers with little change in representation. It is
indicated that additional growth could be accommodated at the centre by utilising existing
car park provision.

St Budeaux District Centre
3.42

St Budeaux is an established, older district centre based upon a linear patter which is
located to the west of Plymouth (close to the Tamar Bridge) which is identified as being in
decline.

3.43

It has 35 units with a total gross floorspace of 6,000sq m. The anchor store is a foodstore
(Co-operative – which also includes a post office). Half of the units contain comparison
retailers, although it is noted that this does include charity shops. There is a mix of
convenience, comparison, food and drink and service retail providers. The majority of
retailers are independents.

3.44

In terms of retail rankings (2008), St Budeaux is recorded as being 2,988th (MHE Retail
Ranking).

3.45

As already noted, the Centre is in decline, with an increase in the number of charity shops /
low value retailers. This is compounded by an environment that is noted as ‘tired and
suffers from the dominance of the highway’. The latter is an issue as key highways run
between some retail units. It is noted that a local retail property agent indicated that a
recent vacant unit did receive a handful of enquiries, all from local independent retailers
which provides some encouraging signs in relation to the noted decline. However the
nature of the offer of these retailers is not known.

3.46

Opportunities to reverse this decline is identified as being the provision of an anchor
foodstore through a retail led mixed use development, which would require a scheme that
involved a process of land assembly.
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Transit Way (Honicknowle) District Centre
3.47

Transit Way is a relatively new centre which comprises of an ‘inward looking mall’ with a
small number of additional retail units. The centre is located in the north of Plymouth.

3.48

It is a small district centre in terms of the number units with a total of 14 units, however
there is a total of 17,000 sq m gross floorspace, anchored by a convenience foodstore
(Tesco, 7,000sq m, which incorporates a petrol station and an in-store cafe). Other retail
provision includes an optician, pharmacy, shoe repair/key cutting, hairdresser, pet shop,
post office and a fabric store. There are no food and drink businesses over and above the
anchor foodstore.

3.49

In terms of retail rankings (2008), Transit Way is recorded as being 1,018th (MHE Retail
Ranking). It is noted that occupation within the centre has fallen recently (4 vacancies).

3.50

The majority of land related to this centre is reported to be in the ownership of the anchor
foodstore. Representatives have indicated that the site is the subject of redevelopment
plans due to a ‘dated’ mall which is in need of refurbishment. There is considered to be
scope for both change and growth as the mall has an associated large car park and
generous landscaping. The centre has now been granted planning permission to redevelop.

Other
3.51

Crownhill has previously been designated as a district centre but was downgraded to a
local centre following adoption of the Core Strategy. New district centres are being
promoted at Derriford and Weston Mill.

Summary
3.52

The City Centre has improved its overall performance (as measured by MHE retail
rankings) since the development of the Drake Circus shopping centre. This new shopping
complex is close to full capacity and remains so at the present time.

3.53

However, with the recession and the location of the main anchor retailing stores to the east
of the Centre, the central and west end locations have subsequently suffered some impact
– as noted by a reduction in rental values and vacancies. The City Centre and University
AAP clearly identifies the main issues and addresses these in terms of future development
options and a balancing of the east – west offer. There is currently a much reduced interest
in Plymouth in terms of retailer requirements (national multiples) and this will impact upon
the timescales of any future investment.

3.54

In relation to district centres, Mutley Plain and Plympton Ridgeway are the largest district
centres in terms of number of units and floorspace (134 / approx 21,500 sqm and 94 /
approx 19,000 sqm respectively). Transit Way has a similar floorspace provision but with
fewer units (14 / 17,000 sqm). Plymstock Broadway centre has 68 units but with only
11,000 sqm floorspace. Estover, Roborough and St Budeaux are smaller in size. The
following information is a summary of the healthchecks undertaken in 2010. 10

10

Local and District Centres Study November 2010, Cushman and Wakefield
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The main district centres of Mutley Plain, St Budeaux, Plympton Ridgeway and
Plymstock Broadway are generally vital and viable



District centres have seen a slight decrease in rental values, but have generally faired
better than the City Centre due to more flexible leases, lower rents and more open
negotiations.



Estover, Roborough and Transit Way are dominated by foodstores and this anchor
function is key to their existence and retail provision would be hindered / restricted
without their presence.
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4

CURRENT PATTERNS OF RETAIL SPENDING

4.1

The starting point for considering future retail trends and needs is to establish current
patterns of retail spending. Spending patterns are influenced by a number of factors
including social and demographic profile of the catchment, levels of prosperity and
deprivation, disposable income, choice of the retail offer, quality of the shopping
experience, access to transport and work patterns.

4.2

Results from the bespoke telephone survey of households undertaken by NEMS Market
Research in June 2011 are used to understand the patterns of retail spending in the study
area. The full tabulated results can be found in the Volume 2 report. In summary, the
approach is as follows:

4.3



Completed surveys were obtained from 2,000 households across the 16 zones in the
study area (see F below)



Questions asked on convenience (food and grocery shopping), comparison (non-food
shopping)



Weightings are applied to the answers to achieve a composite market share for
spending on convenience goods and comparison goods.

The market share outputs are converted to a monetary value in 2011 by applying the
catchment area resident expenditure to the percentage market shares. This exercise
enables an understanding of where residents of the study area are spending their money in
2011.

Comparison Goods Spending Patterns
4.4

Here the focus is on the spending patterns of Plymouth city residents in zones 1 to 8 of the
study area.

4.5

The total amount of comparison goods spending for Plymouth residents in 2011 is £628m
(excluding Special Forms of Trading). 51% of this (£318m) is spent in the City Centre and a
further 41% or £277m is spent elsewhere in Plymouth (zones 2-8), most notably at Marsh
Mills Retail Park. Overall, Plymouth retains 95% or £595m of local resident expenditure.
With regards to leaked expenditure, around 3% of expenditure (£17m) is directed to the
other study zones (East, North and West) and 3% to locations outside the study catchment
(see Table 4.1 for a detailed breakdown of local resident expenditure).
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Figure 4.1 Household survey catchment area

Table 4.1 Plymouth city residents’ comparison spending patterns

Plymouth City Centre
Marsh Mills Retail Park
Crown Hill Retail Park
Plympton Ridgeway
Plymstock Broadway
Transit Way
Elsewhere zones 1-8
Plymouth City Total
Outside Plymouth
Total

2011 (£m)

2011 (%)

£317.7
£85.5
£26.3
£24.2
£20.3
£15.2
£105.5
£594.7
£33.4
£628.1

50.6%
13.6%
4.2%
3.8%
3.2%
2.4%
16.8%
94.7%
5.4%
100.0%

Comparison Goods Sub-Sectors
4.6

Here the report explains the pattern of shopping for various comparison goods sub-sectors.
These are set out in detail in Tables 7a to 7m in the Volume 2 report. Headline outputs of
the sub-sectors indicate the following:


Clothing and footwear accounts for £139m of Plymouth residents’ expenditure, 78 per
cent is directed to stores in Plymouth City Centre, with 15% being directed to a wide
range of smaller destinations within the city such as Transit Way, Marsh Mills, Estover,
Plympton Ridgeway and Plymstock Broadway. Only 6% is attributed to leakage. The
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patterns of leakage destinations is very dispersed however, showing Lee Mill Industrial
Estate, Exeter City Centre and Torquay as the top three leakage destinations

4.7



Furniture, carpets and soft household furnishings accounts for £71m of the
comparison goods spending of study area residents. The pattern of spend is largely
dispersed, however 32% is retained by Plymouth City Centre and 27% at Marsh Mills.
92% is retained within the city.



DIY and decorating goods accounts for 10 per cent of comparison goods spend
(£64m) and a healthy 95% of this is retained within Plymouth (31% to Crownhill Retail
Park, 25% to Marsh Mills Retail Park and 9% to the City Centre).



Electrical and domestic appliances comprises 17% of total resident expenditure
(£108m). The highest market share is attributed to Marsh Mills Retail Park (36 per cent)
and the City Centre (28 per cent). Spend also goes to Coypool Retail Park (7%) and
Plympton Ridgeway (6%).



Health, beauty and chemist items attract 13% or £83m of expenditure. Resident
spend in this category is largely directed to Plymouth City Centre (44%) however many
of the district centres within the city are popular locations for this goods type. Leakage
(3%) is very limited for health and beauty items.



Recreation, sport and leisure goods accounts for £100m of Plymouth resident
spending, 68% is retained in the City Centre (£68m) with the second most popular
destination being Marsh Mills Retail Park with 6% (£6m).



The final category is specialist items such as books, CDs, jewellery and gifts.
Residents are thought to spend £65m or 16% of their comparison goods purchases in
these categories. Plymouth City Centre attains a 72% market share for city area
residents. Estover (4%) and Transit Way (3%) are the second and third most popular
locations. A small amount of leakage occurs to Lee Mill (2%).

Table 6.5 sets out a summary of the spending patterns for the comparison goods subcategories and a number of key points can be drawn; Plymouth City Centre dominates the
retail market share along with Marsh Mills. The city exhibits a strong element of self
containment for all types of retail good – there is no notable leakage destination which
competes for city resident shopping. With regards to resident spending patterns, it would be
difficult to see how the retention could be increased.
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Figure 4.2 Summary of key locations, retention and leakage by comparison goods sub-sectors – Plymouth City residents
Available
Resident
Expenditure
£m

Top 3 Destinations
within Study Area (Market Share)

Retention
Rate
(Plymouth
City)

Leakage
(%)

Top
Leakage
Destination
(%)

Clothing & footwear

£139m

Plymouth CC
(78%)

Transit Way
(3%)

Marsh Mills RP
(2%)

93%

7%

Lee Mill (1%)

Furniture carpets and soft furnishings

£71m

Plymouth CC
(32%)

Marsh Mills RP
(27%)

Plymstock
Broadway (7%)

92%

8%

Newton Abbot
(1.5%)

DIY & decorating goods

£63m

Crownhill RP
(31%)

Marsh Mills RP
(25%)

Plymouth CC
(9%)

95%

5%

Plymouth Rd RP
- Tavistock
(1.6%)

Electrical items & domestic appliances

£108m

Marsh Mills RP
(36%)

Plymouth CC
(28%)

Coypool RP (7%)

98%

2%

Lee Mill (1%)

Health, beauty or chemist Items

£83m

Plymouth CC
(44%)

Plymstock
Broadway (9%)

Plympton
Ridgeway (7%)

97%

3%

Lee Mill (1%)

Recreation, sports and leisure goods

£100m

Plymouth CC
(68%)

Marsh Mills RP
(6%)

Union St
(5%)

94%

6%

Lee Mill (1%)

Specialist items (books, CDs, jewellery,
sports, gifts, china, glass)

£65m

Plymouth CC
(72%)

Estover (4%)

Transit Way
(3%)

94%

6%

Lee Mill (2%)
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Plymouth City Centre’s Wider Catchment Area
4.8

Here the analysis looks to the wider catchment area to see how the City Centre performs as
a sub-regional shopping destination. The City Centre attains a comparison goods market
share from the catchment area of 35% or £497m (compared with 51% for the city area
residents alone). The reason for this drop in market share is that the outlying zones tend to
exhibit a greater local retention rate – that is the proportion of resident expenditure spent in
their home/local zone. This suggests that the sub-regional towns outside Plymouth are
functioning effectively.
Table 4.1 City Centre market share from the wider catchment area

£m

Plymouth
City Centre
Market Share
%
£m

£628m
£752m
£1,380m

51%
22%
35%

Total
Available
Expenditure
Plymouth City (zones 1-8)
Outer Zones (E, W & N)
Total Study Area

£318m
£168m
£485m

Rest of Plymouth
Market Share
%

£m

44%
11%
26%

£277.0m
£82.2m
£359.1m

4.9

The East, North and West zones account for 54% of the catchment area’s total available
expenditure and while Plymouth City Centre (and other retail destinations in Plymouth)
have a significant influence, there is much more competition from the local town centres
such as Totnes and Kingsbridge (East zone); Tavistock and Okehampton (North zone); and
Liskeard, Bodmin, Launceston and Saltash (West zone).

4.10

The market share map below (Figure 4.2) illustrates the influence of Plymouth City Centre
on the comparison spending of each zone in the catchment. In addition, leakage outside the
catchment area is far greater for the outlying zones where the following patterns are
apparent:


East zone – exhibits the most diverse spending patterns with 21% to Plymouth City
Centre and 15% elsewhere in Plymouth city area. The key local destinations are
Totnes, Kingsbridge, Lee Mill Industrial Estate and Ivybridge which accounts for 31% of
available expenditure within the East zone. The largest market share goes to locations
outside the study catchment, mainly to nearby cities and towns further east such as
Exeter, Newton Abbot and Torquay – each of which is a significant retail destination in
its own right.



North zone – 37% of resident expenditure is retained in the north zone, the dominant
location is Tavistock and to a lesser extent Okehampton and Holsworthy. 33% of
expenditure is attributed to leakage outside the study area, predominantly to Exeter City
Centre (20%) and Barnstaple (5%). Plymouth attains 21% of North zone’s expenditure
with 12% to the City Centre and 8% to other locations in Plymouth, mainly Marsh Mills.
West zone – while there is a respectable retention of expenditure (45%) in the
constituent towns of Liskeard, Bodmin, Launceston and Saltash, Plymouth attains 37%
of comparison goods expenditure with 28% to the City Centre. There is only 16%
leakage outside of the catchment, which given that the west zone is on the periphery of
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the catchment would suggest a lack of strong competing destinations. Truro secures
5% of retail expenditure and St Austell 3%.
Figure 4.2 Plymouth City Centre market shares for comparison goods, 2011

Catchment Area Sub-categories
4.11

Table 4.4 illustrates the market share of Plymouth City Centre for the six different subcategories of retail goods.
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Table 4.4 Plymouth City Centre market share from total study area

Clothing & footwear
Furniture carpets and soft furnishings
DIY & decorating goods
Electrical items & domestic appliances
Health, beauty or chemist Items
Recreation, sports and leisure goods
Specialist items (books, CDs, jewellery,
gifts, china, glass)
Total study area
4.12

Plymouth City Centre
Market Share (%)
60%
23%
5%
19%
26%
46%
49%
35%

Clearly the City Centre exerts a strong pull for certain types of retail purchases. Its core
influence is the clothing and footwear and specialist items sectors.

Changes in Shopping Patterns Since 2006
4.13

Table 4.5 Changes in City Centre market share 2006-11

Clothing & footwear
Furniture carpets and soft furnishings
DIY & decorating goods
Electrical items & domestic
appliances
Health, beauty or chemist items
Recreation, sports and leisure goods
Specialist items (books, CDs,
jewellery, sports, gifts, china, glass)
Total study area

Plymouth
City Centre
Market Share
2006 (%)
66%
38%
32%

Plymouth
City Centre
Market Share
2011 (%)
60%
23%
5%

Change in
Market
Share
2006-11 (%)

38%

19%

-50%

61%

40%

-34%

52%

35%

-33%

-9%
-40%
-84%

Note the Cushman and Wakefield study of 2006 groups the health & beauty, recreation and specialist item
categories together. For comparative purposes the same grouping is applied to the RTP data above.

4.14

The trend analysis above paints a picture of a significantly reduced market share for
Plymouth City Centre, despite the strengthening of the city’s higher order retail offer with
the opening of Drake Circus in 2006 (after the 2006 survey was undertaken). The most
recent survey results from 2011 indicate a much more dispersed shopping pattern, with
residents of the catchment area using a wider range of destinations for their shopping.
However a large part of this change is likely to be due to methodological changes.

4.15

While the survey catchment is the same in extent (using very similar survey zones), the
questionnaire is slightly different. The 2006 survey asked households where they undertook
most of their comparison goods shopping for the different goods types and attributed all
their expenditure to that location. The 2011 survey asked respondents to identify the last
two locations visited for comparison items and weighted these 50:50 accordingly, thus
picking up primary and secondary retail locations. The 2006 survey has a tendency to over
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estimate the market share of the higher order centres and under estimate the market share
of smaller locations.
4.16

Current evidence suggests that shopping patterns in general are becoming more dispersed
and this trend is in keeping with the enhanced comparison offer and expansion of
floorspace in super/hyper markets as well as continuing demand from retail operators for
out of centre large format retail which competes with town and City Centres as well as other
out of centre destinations. It is estimated that the market share of Plymouth may have
decreased a little for some sub-categories such as furniture, DIY and electrical appliances –
as competition from the supermarkets and retail warehouses is strong in these sectors.
However it is likely that the centre has strengthened its clothing and footwear market share
and retained its position with regards to recreation and specialist items.

Special Forms of Trading
4.17

Spending on special forms of trading (SFT) includes internet shopping, tele-sales and
catalogue shopping as well as car boot sales. The majority of expenditure in this category is
attributed to internet shopping. As can be observed in Table 4.6 below the household
survey reveals a wide range of expenditure between the different sub-categories of
spending. Niche purchases such as recreation goods and specialist items attract the most
spend through SFT, whereas DIY goods and health, beauty and chemist items tend to
attract less significant expenditure with an overwhelming bias for in-store purchases. Pitney
Bowes’ national estimate for SFT expenditure is 12% of all retail sales in 2011.
Table 4.6 Survey derived catchment spending on special forms of trading
Comparison goods sub categories

Survey derived
m’kt share
on SFT (%)

Clothing & footwear
Furniture carpets and soft furnishings
DIY & decorating goods
Electrical items & domestic appliances
Health, beauty or chemist items
Recreation, sports and leisure goods
Specialist items (books, CDs, jewellery,
sports, gifts, china, glass)
Total study area

11%
9%
1%
16%
2%
19%
35%
14%

Convenience Goods Spending Patterns
4.18

A similar exercise to the comparison exercise has been undertaken for convenience
spending. Convenience spending is an inherently more localised activity (i.e. people
normally shop locally for food and grocery shopping). Due to the wide study area
catchment, the extent of competition is more locally based within zones of the study area.
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Table 4.7 Overview of Plymouth residents’ convenience spending
2011 (£m)

2011 (%)

Plymouth City (zones 1-8)

£376m

92%

Leakage outside Plymouth

£32m

8%

£408m

100%

Total
4.19

The overview analysis confirms that the overall retention rate for the city is very high. Figure
4.3 below indicates the survey derived turnovers for all the main supermarket destinations
in Plymouth (listing those over £5m turnover). Collectively, these 10 foodstores account for
around 61% of convenience shopping spend by Plymouth residents.
Figure 4.3 Survey derived turnover of the main foodstores from zones 1-8

Turnover £m

70
60
50

40
30
20
10
0

4.20

Morrisons appears to have the largest market share, although there does not appear to be
one overly dominant store with strong competition between stores. There is limited
additional turnover to these supermarkets from outside of Plymouth, with the exception of
Sainsbury’s at Marsh Mills which attracts additional trade (above what is shown in the graph
above) from the East and West zones of the wider study catchment.

Localised Retention of Convenience Goods
4.21

It is important to consider the local pattern of spending on convenience goods in order to
identify where deficiencies lie or where there are particular monopoly issues. Consideration
of each zone is based upon the localised convenience goods retention rate – which is the
proportion of expenditure on convenience goods available to residents in a specific zone
which is spent in town centres and stores within that zone.
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4.22

The localised retention rates are set out in Figure 4.4 and identify that local retention is high
for some zones and low in others. There are two key reasons for low levels of retention for
food shopping in zones 2, 3 and 7:


Lack of a large foodstore in the local zone



Strong competition from larger superstores in neighbouring zones

Figure 4.4 Localised retention rate for convenience goods
80%

74%
69%

70%
60%

50%
50%

45%

40%

37%

30%

26%

20%

15%

15%

Zone 2

Zone 3

10%
0%
Zone 1

4.23

Zone 4

Zone 5

Zone 6

Zone 7

Zone 8

For zone 2 and 3, residents make use of the Armada Way Sainsbury’s, Outland Road
Morrisons (zone 3 residents), Marsh Mills Sainsbury’s and Transit Way Tesco (zone 3
residents) for the bulk of their food shopping needs – as well as more limited and top-up
shopping in their respective local zones. Residents of Zone 7 (Plympton) use the local Coop at Plympton Ridgeway for 14% of their shopping but the dominant locations are Marsh
Mills Sainsbury’s (25%) and Lee Mill Tesco (28%).

Summary
4.24

Plymouth City Centre is the comparison goods destination of choice for Plymouth residents
and the wider catchment as a whole. Plymouth City Centre retains 51% of local resident
expenditure (those who live in zones 1 to 8) on comparison goods and 95% local resident
expenditure is retained within destinations inside the wider city boundary. The City Centre’s
retention rate for the whole catchment is lower at 35% and this is largely due to residents in
the East, North and West zones favouring their own town centres and local retail
destinations with only 22% of their expenditure being captured by the City Centre. However
residents of these outer zones also shop at Marsh Mills Retail Park and other out of centre
destinations in Plymouth as well as the City Centre.
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4.25

Within the wider catchment the City Centre’s greatest pull is for clothing and footwear;
recreation goods and specialist items such as books, gifts and digital media.

4.26

For convenience shopping the survey confirmed that the larger out of centre/district centre
supermarkets are the preferred location for the bulk of resident food shopping, with the
smaller stores and local centres featuring as access points for smaller shopping trips (for
the majority of residents). The city is well supplied with main foodstores, however zones 2,
3 and 7 which do not have a large supermarket exhibit outflow to the nearest large
foodstore.
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5

ASSESSMENT OF NEED FOR RETAIL FLOORSPACE IN
PLYMOUTH

5.1

The report now turns to the assessment of the quantitative and qualitative need likely to
arise in the retail sector for the period up to 2021 and, more indicatively, for the further
period from 2021 to 2031. It is important to note that longer term projections are more
indicative because of the exponential shape of the expenditure growth graph. PPS4
enshrines the need to plan, monitor and manage regularly (typically every 5 years) so that
projections are a sound basis on which to make decisions. In undertaking the assessment
of retail needs, the analysis draws closely upon guidance set out in Policy EC1 of PPS4.
EC1 indicates that local planning authorities are required to assess retail need as part of
their evidence base, even through the need test no longer exists for planning applications.
Qualitative aspects of retail need are now balanced with equal weight (in PPS4) to that of
quantitative need. This includes ensuring that provision and distribution of retail allows
genuine choice, particularly for deprived areas.

Assessment of Quantitative Retail Need
5.2

The assessment of quantitative need supersedes that of the 2006 Plymouth Shopping
Study. The interim projections of floorspace are for 2011, 2016, 2021, 2026 and 2031.

5.3

The methodology for undertaking the quantitative assessment is based upon the following:


Step 1: establish an appropriate catchment area for Plymouth city, which can be used
as a study area for the assessment



Step 2: assess the existing level of population and existing volume of retail expenditure
of those resident within study area, deducting an appropriate proportion for special
forms of trading (SFT)



Step 3: apply forecasts of population change and per capita expenditure growth, in
order to establish the overall level of projected growth in expenditure for residents of the
study area over the period to 2031



Step 4: establish where the expenditure of the residents of the study area is currently
spent, using the market shares of the 2011 Plymouth household survey (as described in
Section 4)



Step 5: make allowance for ‘claims’ on the growth in retained expenditure as a result of:
▫

floorspace efficiency change (that is the growth in turnover for existing retailers
within existing floorspace)

▫

commitments to new floorspace (either schemes under construction or extant
permissions that would result in additional retail floorspace)



Step 6: make an allowance for tourism expenditure in the study area which is directed
to comparison and convenience outlets



Step 7: calculate the initial residual expenditure pot which is potentially available to
support the development of new retail floorspace under a constant market share
scenario (based on steps 2-6 above) and convert this expenditure to floorspace
requirements
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Step 8: develop alternative scenarios for calculating growth in residual expenditure,
including applying sensitivity assessments if appropriate.

5.4

The assessment of quantitative need is set out in Tables 1-12 which are produced in full in
the Volume 2 report. These tabulations are referred to within the text to draw out the main
findings.

5.5

There are a range of data inputs to the quantitative assessment and these are now
explained below.
Definition of the Study Area

5.6

The extent of the study area is the same as the previous study in 2006 and is built upon
postal sector geography. Given the number of completed household interviews (2,000) it
was deemed that the previous study had too many zones. On this basis the zones were
reduced from 28 to 16, with 8 zones covering Plymouth city (down from 12 in 2006). The 8
zones within Plymouth city are the most populous and attained at least 150 interviews in
each zone. At least 100 completed interviews were attained in zones 9 to 16. The outlying
zones (9 to 16) have been grouped into east, north and west for reporting purposes.
Population

5.7

The 2011 study has reviewed the population and future growth trajectory for Plymouth. The
baseline population has been updated to reflect current growth and house building
aspirations of the city in light of impending removal of regional planning policy targets. The
Study tests for retail requirements based upon a baseline growth scenario for 304,800
population by 2031 (from a 2011 population of 258,622). A second higher case scenario is
tested for 321,400 population by 2031- this scenario is more ambitious and it is assumed
for the purposes of testing for retail need that much of the housing growth will be delivered
outside the existing urban area. The additional growth for the higher case scenario is
phased for the 2021 to 2031 periods of the study. The 2011 baseline is sourced for the
whole catchment from Pitney Bowes/MapInfo’s Anysite system. For areas outside Plymouth
the catchment population forecasts to 2031 are derived from the Pitney Bowes/MapInfo’s
Anysite system.

5.8

By way of comparison the previous C&W study used population projections for the total
study area of 648,536 by 2026, this study uses a slightly increased total study area
population of 657,972 by 2026. In Plymouth the C&W figure to 2026 is 289,058, whereas
this study uses a figure of 294,085 by 2026. Therefore, reflecting Plymouth’s aspirations for
growth this study takes a positive view on population increases over the plan period, taking
into account locally derived population analysis.

5.9

However, whilst the level of population growth assumed within this study is higher and will
have the effect of raising the retail capacity over the period, it is considered that this will be
limited as the population increase is marginal when compared to the existing population.
Expenditure

5.10

Available expenditure to residents of the study catchment is derived from per capita
expenditure estimates from the Pitney Bowes/MapInfo Anysite system. Data is presented in
2008 prices (released in 2010). The spending estimates are bespoke to each zone of the
study area and are combined with the population estimates to generate the total
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expenditure in the catchment area. Table 1, 2 and 9 set out the population and expenditure
data.
5.11

Expenditure estimates have been forecast to 2031 based upon the following growth rates:




Comparison goods:
▫

2008-11 = 0.02% per annum

▫

2011-21 = 3.6% per annum

▫

2021-31 = 3.0% per annum

Convenience Goods:
▫

2008-11 = -0.6% per annum

▫

2011-21 = 0.5% per annum

▫

2021-31 = 0.6% per annum

5.12

The economy has undergone a major change since the C&W study was published in 2006.
Even now assessments of expenditure growth need to be treated with caution as over the
past two years they have been revised numerous times.

5.13

In 2006 C&W assessed that expenditure on comparison goods would increase year on year
by 4.7% and for convenience goods 0.7% throughout the study period (2026). When
compared to the figures above it is clear that expenditure growth has been markedly
reduced as a result to the economic downturn and whilst it is anticipated that there will be a
recovery this will not reach the levels set out in the C&W study. This will have a big impact
on the level of floorspace growth.
Special Forms of Trading

5.14

The study anticipates increasing amounts of expenditure on special forms of trading which
will impact upon the expenditure pot available for in-store purchases. Forecasts are derived
from the latest Pitney Bowes Business Insight Expenditure Guide 2011/12. For comparison
goods this equates to a 12.8% market share for SFT in 2011 rising incrementally to 14.7%
in 2031. For convenience expenditure, SFT equates to 1.5% in 2011 with limited growth to
1.6% in 2031. The limited growth in convenience SFT reflect Pitney Bowes’ ‘adjusted’
estimates which take into account the proportion of online food shopping sales which is
sourced from existing stores.

5.15

The C&W study allowed for a reduction of around 0.7% in convenience expenditure to
account for SFT. However it is unclear what the reduction was for comparison, however the
report does suggest it was about the same. This is massively below anticipated levels for
comparison goods and to a lesser extent convenience goods. The much higher allowance
for SFT will suppress the level of required floorspace capacity in comparison to the C&W
study.
Current Patterns of Spending

5.16

The patterns of spending as described in Section 4 are used to inform where future growth
in expenditure may accrue. Future requirements assume a static pattern of retail
expenditure as it is considered that both Plymouth city and the wider retail hierarchy appear
to be functioning effectively at present.
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Planning Commitments
5.17

When assessing the future surplus expenditure to support new retail floorspace it is
important to take into consideration any planning commitments which will contribute to this
need. For the purposes of retail floorspace assessment it is assumed that all extant
permissions will come forward. The table below sets out the turnover contribution of
permitted retail schemes in Plymouth city.
Table 5.1 Table of retail planning permissions
Planning
App Ref

Sq m
net

Assumed
Sales
Density
(£/sqm)

Benchmark
Turnover
2011 £m

Benchmark
Turnover
2016 £m

09/00053/FUL

683

5,000

3.4

4.1

08/01989/FUL
07/01094/OUT

2,970
375

7,771
3,500

23.1
1.3

27.6
1.6

n/a

1,053

5,000

5.3

4.4

4,706

n/a

31.8

37.7

Store

Comparison
Foot Anstey Offices, Derrys
Cross
Tesco Transit Way
Plymstock Quarry
Various small scale applications
<500 sq m each
Total Comparison
Convenience
Tesco Transit Way
Plymstock Quarry
Various small scale applications
<500 sq m each

08/01989/FUL

1,440

13,204

19.0

19.7

07/01094/OUT

1,300

11,900

15.5

16.0

n/a

516

3,500

1.8

1.9

1,956
n/a
19.0
37.6
Total Convenience
Notes: Floorspaces and sales densities taken from the relevant planning applications.
Plymstock Quarry - assume medium sales density for comparison goods. Estimated net A1 comparison
floorspace of 375 sq m from the planning application.
For convenience, an average sales density for the 6 main supermarket retailers is adopted and a 65% gross to
net ratio is applied.
Turnovers in 2011 and 2008 Prices

Tourism Expenditure
5.18

The methodology for assessing tourist visitor expenditure in the study area utilises survey
data from the Value of Tourism report for Devon11 to identify the expenditure of tourists on
shopping. The study has made an estimate that 80% of shopping spend by tourists will be
on comparison goods and 20% on convenience (noting that spend in cafes, restaurants and
bars is considered to be a source of leisure spending). This expenditure is then grown using
the catchment per head forecasts (set out above) to allow for increases in tourism
expenditure levels per head and then added to the existing available expenditure within the
study area.
Table 5.2 Forecast In-flow of tourism expenditure to Plymouth (£m)
2011

11

2016

2021

2026

2031 Change
11-31

South West Tourism (2007) Value of Tourism 2008: Devon.
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Comparison Goods
Convenience Goods

£71.5
£17.5

£85.3
£18.1

£101.9
£18.5

£118.2
£19.0

£121.7
£19.2

£50.2
£1.6

Scenario Testing and Sensitivity Assessment
5.19

The study has undertaken further testing regarding the level of SFT growth expected over
the study period. Pitney Bowes’ recent Retail Expenditure Guide presents a ‘high case’
scenario for enhanced SFT growth. This scenario projects SFT to 17.7% of comparison
goods purchases by 2021. This level of growth is tested inline with Pitney Bowes’ forecast
to 2021 and an estimation of this rate of growth is continued to 20% SFT by 2031.

Findings in Relation to Quantitative Need
Comparison Goods Sector
5.20

The quantitative need for comparison goods is summarised in Table 5.3 below and in detail
in Tables 8, 11 and 13 in Volume 2 (appendices 1, 2 & 3). The analysis is based upon a
static aggregate retention level of 61.2% from the study catchment. Each column of the
need tables e.g. 2011-16 shows the amount of floorspace which is needed in that period,
i.e. the figures are not cumulative. The total over the study timeframe (2011-31) is shown in
the far right column (which is the aggregate of the four periods), giving a requirement of
107,995 sq. m net for the base scenario (143,993 sq. m gross).
Table 5.3 Comparison goods floorspace requirement – sq. m net (static retention
rate)

Base Population
Higher Case Population
Base Pop + High Case SFT

2011-16

2016-21

2021-26

15,044
15,044
11,252

30,733
30,733
26,753

30,176
33,265
25,246

Total
2026-31 Requirement
2011-31
32,042
107,995
35,778
114,820
26,245
89,497

5.21

The need requirements take into account the number of committed planning permissions
identified. The sensitivity tests illustrate the effect of significant population growth and
changes in SFT expenditure.

5.22

Although the C&W study is based on a very different economic environment and
comparables are not consistent between the two studies it is interesting to highlight the
difference in overall growth, taking into account all the claims on that growth, over the
period 2011 – 2026. The C&W study identifies growth in comparison spending of around
£1,284m as opposed to this study which sets out growth of about £460m over the same
period.

5.23

In terms of floorspace requirements, when we compare the C&W low rate with this study’s
base population rate over the period 2011-2026 there is a reduction in requirement of
around 40,000 sqm.
Convenience Goods Sector

5.24

Table 5.4 sets out the convenience floorspace need for a static aggregate retention level of
47.9% (i.e. it is assumed that the convenience goods expenditure retention will remain at
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current levels), including an adjustment to include tourism expenditure in convenience
outlets. Again, each column of the need table e.g. 2011-16 shows the amount of floorspace
which is needed in that period. The four periods sum to give an aggregate requirement of
6,575 sq. m net between 2011 and 2031 (base population scenario).
Table 5.4 Convenience goods floorspace requirement – sq. m net (static retention
rate)

Base Population
Higher Case Population

2011-16

2016-21

2021-26

-1,194
-1,194

2,192
2,192

2,797
3,337

Total
2026-31 Requirement
2011-31
2,780
6,575
3,347
7,682

5.25

There is limited forecast growth in resident expenditure for the convenience goods sector.
Projected and forecast population growth in Plymouth leads the requirement for new
floorspace. Quantitative requirements are informed by the prevailing foodstore sales
densities and there is evidence to suggest that the grocery market may experience a
reduction in sales densities over the next 10 years as operators look to reconfigure their
stores and increase their physical presence, thus leading to a lower sales efficiency. This
issue is further discussed in the qualitative section below.

5.26

As with the comparison goods we have to caution comparison of the C&W study with this
study. However the figures suggest the difference in overall growth, taking into account all
the claims on that growth, over the period 2011 – 2026 there is a reduction of around £53m
between the two studies. Although there is lower overall growth and a slight increase in
SFT the reduction is also attributed to new stores and commitments in the intervening
years.

Assessment of Qualitative Retail Need
5.27

Policy EC1.4 (d) of PPS4 provides advice to LPAs regarding the assessment of qualitative
needs in their development plan documents. It states that there should be genuine choice
to meet the needs of the whole community. The Practice Guidance accompanying PPS4
identifies a range of factors that should inform an assessment of qualitative need:


Deficiencies or gaps in provision



Consumer choice and competition



Overtrading, congestion and overcrowding of existing stores



Location specific needs such as deprived areas and underserved markets



The quality of existing provision

5.28

These qualitative aspects of retailing in Plymouth are now reviewed in turn.
Deficiencies or Gaps in Provision

5.29

Much work has already been undertaken as part of the evidence base for the Core Strategy
to review the current hierarchy of centres within the city. Where deficiencies and gaps were
identified the Council has put forward a number of targets in the Core Strategy (reviewed
earlier in Section 2) which seek to enhance the retail provision for some areas of the city,
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notably a new District centre at Derriford and Weston Mill, new local centres at Devonport,
Millbay and Plymstock Quarry and to deliver major redevelopment of retail provision in the
City Centre.
5.30

Within the convenience goods sector Figure 5.1 highlights the distribution of the city’s
foodstores. There is good local provision across the city, with many of the sub 500 sq. m
stores being made up of small convenience top up shops of less than 100 sq. m net. Zones
1 to 4 are served by only two superstores of 2,500+ sq. m, this is the Armada Way
Sainsbury’s and the Outland Road Morrisons. This reinforces evidence of overcrowding at
these stores; additional superstores in the City Centre and at Derriford would help to
alleviate some of this pressure.
Figure 5.1 Foodstore distribution in Plymouth

5.31

The healthcheck review work indicated that the City Centre suffers from an over-dominance
of A1 shopping and lacks the diversity needed to support a broader retail, leisure and
evening economy role. There are signs of an emerging café and restaurant offer, especially
Old Town Street and some areas of New George Street and Armada Way – this trend
should be encouraged to continue where possible.
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Consumer Choice and Competition
5.32

It is felt that the city as a whole has a strong retail offer in relation to consumer choice and
competition. The City Centre has a critical mass of A1 retail floorspace and a strong mix
between national retailers and independents. Drake Circus has assisted to this effect,
increasing the presence of national fashion retailers and the West End Independent Quarter
complements the city’s national and clothing retailer representation. Furthermore it is
recognised that the City Centre has an ample amount A1 floorspace for its size. While this
can be seen to dampen sales density efficiency and weaken the density of the retail offer it
does allow for strong competition and choice. Elsewhere in the city the range of out of
centre retail park locations provides additional choice and competition to the City Centre
and certain goods sectors, notably DIY, furniture and domestic appliance/electrical goods.

5.33

Again the area of weakness is the lack of tourism, leisure and evening economy diversity in
the centre itself. However locations such as the Barbican and the Barbican Leisure Park
help to deliver on this front, with the Barbican and Sutton Harbour area benefiting from
private sector investment in recent years (since the opening of the National Marine
Aquarium) especially A3 and A4 premises.

5.34

Plymouth has a broad foodstore operator representation, with nearly all of the national
convenience retailers present in the city (except Waitrose which is present in Saltash).
Food shopping tends to be relatively localised however due to the car borne nature of such
trips a diverse pattern of convenience shopping is prevalent.
Overtrading, Congestion and Overcrowding of Existing Stores

5.35

It is possible to measure indicatively whether the turnover of existing stores exceeds their
theoretical benchmark. This can form a qualitative assessment of need and in some cases
may inform quantitative need considerations. For this study, over and under trading is
considered purely in qualitative terms. Overtrading of centres and stores is linked to
overcrowding and congestion in retail facilities, indicating an imbalance between demand
and supply.

5.36

There is published data on average (or benchmark) turnovers for the main foodstore
operators. For the stores that attract a notable market share, an assessment is made of the
survey derived turnover against the benchmark, as summarised in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5 Convenience overtrading assessment for the main foodstores

Supermarket

Morrisons, Outland Road,
Plymouth
Sainsbury's, Plymouth Road,
Plymouth (Marsh Mills)
Asda, Estover District Centre,
Plymouth
Morrisons, Billacombe Road,
Plymstock
Tesco, Transit Way Retail Park,
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Estimated
Turnover
from
Survey
£m

Convenience
Sales
Floorspace
sqm

Benchmark
Sales
Density
£/sqm

Benchmark
Turnover
£m

Over/
Under
Trading
£m

62.2

2,294

12,108

27.8

34.4

54.7

3,402

12,366

42.1

12.7

47.1

2,388

13,310

31.8

15.3

46.6

4,199

12,108

50.8

-4.2

39.4

2,559

12,270

31.4

8.0
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Honicknowle, Plymouth
Tesco Extra, 2 Woolwell
Crescent, Woolwell, Plymouth
Sainsbury's, 23 Armada Way,
Plymouth
Co-op, Plympton Ridgeway,
Plympton
Aldi, 141 Union Street, Plymouth

39.6

3,946

12,270

48.4

-8.8

24.4

2,457

12,366

30.4

-6.0

7.9

1,433

7,301

10.5

-2.6

6.9

474

6,214

2.9

3.9

Notes: Floorspace data from IGD Foodstores Database (2009). Gross to net ratio of 70 per cent applied.
Convenience sales area proportions from Verdict UK Grocery Retailers (2011). 2008 prices.

5.37

The analysis indicates that the Morrisons at Outland Road might be trading in excess of
100% of company average. Conversely the Plymstock Morrisons is undertrading, as is
Tesco at Woolwell.

5.38

It is not unusual for individual stores to trade at 20 per cent to 30 per cent above or below
the company average, and some stores trade at 100 per cent or more above. This can
happen because of factors like efficient management or attractive store design and not just
lack of competition. It must also be acknowledged that household surveys have limitations actual turnover data held by local operators could tell a different story. The overtrading at
Morrisons indicates however that there is scope for enhanced provision in this area of the
city and it is hoped that a new foodstore as part of the Derriford district centre proposals will
help to relieve this pressure in the medium term.

5.39

In pre-recession years the rapid growth of retail expenditure far outstripped the increase in
available floorspace leading to rapid growth in sales densities. It is felt that the high rates of
expenditure growth in the consumer spending boom between 2000 and 2005 are neither
sustainable nor desirable in the long term. Much of the growth in convenience sales
densities is attributed to new space replacing old. It is felt that this growth is reaching a
peak at present, however the national supermarket operators continue to pursue plans to
increase store coverage and reconfigure supermarket floorspace over the coming years. It
is anticipated that if this trend persists, the sales density for convenience floorspace will
begin to drop, with lower store turnovers and higher aggregate need requirements in the
convenience sector.
Location Specific Needs such as Deprived Areas and Underserved Markets

5.40

For this measure of qualitative need, convenience provision is mapped thematically against
the 2010 Index of Multiple Deprivation to assess where there are location specific needs
within the city (Figure 5.2). Plymouth’s areas of deprivation are concentrated in the south
west of the city where foodstore coverage is reasonable, although notably lacks a
superstore. The two LSOA areas in Honicknowle (west of the Transit Way Tesco) sit within
the bottom 10% most deprived LSOAs in England and are isolated from the nearest
foodstore at Transit Way. Within this area is the West Park local centre and Honicknowle
Green local centre, where there may be some independent grocery stores. Overall it is
considered that the provision is adequate at present, although a larger foodstore to enable
main food shopping trips local to the Devonport, Stoke and Keyham areas of Plymouth
would complement the smaller convenience store provision that exists at present.
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Figure 5.2 Map of foodstore provision with the Index of Multiple Deprivation

The Quality of Existing Provision
5.41

Drakes Circus attracted a new set of retail operators to Plymouth, notably clothing
operators in the medium-high end of the sector. The floorspace is conducive to these
retailers and their presence has boosted Plymouth’s position in the Retail Rankings.
However the identified lack of demand from retail operators (noting that Drake Circus has
limited availability) is not just a reflection of economic downturn but stems from the poor
sizing and service access issues of the existing older floorspace in the City Centre. This
limits take up from national operators in the core shopping areas outside Drake Circus.

5.42

This highlights the need for additional modern retail floorspace in the City Centre. The AAP
allocations for Cornwall Street, Colin Campbell Court and Drake Circus/New George Street
aspire to meet this requirement by replacing older stock and adding new floorspace to meet
rising need.

Summary
5.43

The quantitative need requirements extend to 107,995 sq. m net of comparison floorspace
between 2011 and 2031. There is a requirement for just over 15,000 sq. m net in the next
five years to 2016. For convenience goods there is a requirement of 6,575 sq. m net for the
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same time period to 2031, with -1,194 sq. m net in the five years to 2016. The immediate
negative requirement arises because the estimated turnover of committed convenience
floorspace outweighs the growth in expenditure. The assessment includes a number of
sensitivity tests. The main test is for a higher level of population growth to 321,400 for the
city by 2031. This is an aspirational target for the city but if achieved would result in around
a 6% uplift in the amount of floorspace needed. Conversely if growth in SFT is higher than
expected the floorspace requirement for comparison goods reduces by around 17% to
89,497 sq. m net by 2031.
5.44

Gaps in the provision of retail services have been highlighted by the Council and new
district centres are allocated for Derriford and Weston Mill, with local centres for Devonport,
Millbay and Plymstock Quarry. The qualitative analysis indicates the need for a new food
superstore in the central area of the city and the allocation for this at Derriford would help to
meet such a need. Elsewhere there is a notably lack of a food superstore serving the south
western areas of the city around Devonport, Stoke and Keyham where there are existing
areas of deprivation. Therefore, whilst the quantifiable need does not show an immediate
need for convenience floorspace there is evidence to suggest that there is qualitative need
for floorspace to meet the identified gaps in provision.

5.45

The configuration and size of units in the City Centre prohibits interest for new comparison
retail investment. AAP allocations for new redevelopment at Cornwall Street, Colin
Campbell Court and Drake Circus/New George Street would help to meet this need if
continued.
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6

STRATEGY AND RECOMMENDATION
Introduction

6.1

6.2

Section 2 of this report sets out the requirements that PPS4 imposes on Local Planning
Authorities (LPAs) and Regional Planning Bodies (RPBs) in preparing development plans.
These include the need to:


Set out a strategy for the management and growth of centres over the plan period



Promote competitive town centre environments and provide consumer choice



Identify a range of sites to accommodate identified need.

Thus, in preparing their Development Plan Documents (DPDs) within the context set by
PPS4, LPAs must:


Select appropriate existing centres to accommodate growth, making the best use of
existing land and buildings, but extending the centres where appropriate using tools
such as Area Action Plans, CPOs and strategies to improve transport, land assembly,
crime prevention and design



Manage the role of existing centres through the promotion of specialist activities, or
specific types of uses.

6.3

Section 2 referred to the test of soundness introduced by PPS12 in June 2008. This test
requires the Council to demonstrate that its chosen strategy is the most appropriate, when
considered against reasonable alternatives and, secondly, that the chosen strategy is
effective and deliverable.

6.4

Thus, in assessing strategies for meeting retail and leisure needs, those that do not accord
with national, regional and local policy are dismissed. In addition, it is considered that all
reasonable strategies should acknowledge the suggested hierarchy of centres.

6.5

The preferred option sets out retail floorspace requirements for each centre. Individual
town centre strategies make recommendations as to how these requirements could be
achieved. Due to reservations as to the accuracy of forecasts post 2021, more weight
should be given to the 2011 – 2021 requirements. The requirements to 2031 are less
reliable and should be reviewed within five years of this study and with regular monitoring
thereafter.

6.6

The recommendations below are intended to inform the next strategic plan and future DPDs
or any other Local Development Documents (LDDs).

Context
6.7

Plymouth will experience population and employment growth over the next 15 years. This
will mean a need for more retail provision and for different types of provision. It is important
that the City’s centres are accessible to all and that the needs of both existing and new
residents and visitors are all considered.

6.8

The Core Strategy currently defines three tiers of retail centre – Plymouth City Centre,
District Centres and Local Centres. It also identifies some new centres and further work has
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demonstrated the potential for a more comprehensive hierarchy to ensure a sustainable
pattern of service provision.
6.9

The City retains nearly 95 per cent of comparison expenditure (excluding special forms of
trading), with 51 per cent of this going to Plymouth City Centre with the remainder mainly
split between the retail parks and the larger district centres such as Plympton Ridgeway
and Plymstock Broadway. Within the wider study area Plymouth City is still the strongest
centre attracting a 35% share with the next nearest destination in terms of share the retail
park at Marsh Mills with nearly 9%. As is to be expected the City Centre is clearly the
dominant centre in the wider sub region.

6.10

The City retains 92 per cent of convenience expenditure, with the Morrisons at Outland
Road and the Sainsburys at Plymouth Road attracting the largest shares. This is a healthy
level of retention, around what would be expected in a city, reflecting the importance of the
main supermarkets serving their local catchments.

6.11

The main threat to the City Centre is the non delivery of plans to redevelop and renew parts
of the City Centre which will provide a large proportion of the required floorspace needs for
both the City and the wider sub regional area (even if existing expenditure patterns are
maintained). If these plans do not come forward and out of centre destinations or other
competing centres continue to grow and improve then Plymouth City will start to lose
market share and potentially decline

6.12

It is not yet known what the effects of the recession will be on long term retail growth.
However it is important to note that new retail developments are likely to come forward
more slowly than originally anticipated.

6.13

In this context, we set out strategies and recommendations in the remainder of this section.

Hierarchy of Centres
6.14

The adopted Core Strategy (2007) sets out the City’s policy towards the retail hierarchy. It
identifies the creation of new district centres at Derriford and Weston Mill and local centres
at Devonport, Millbay and Plymstock. It also reclassifies Crownhill district centre to local
centre and Marlborough Street local centre to a more limited status once Devonport local
centre has come forward.

6.15

Since the adoption of the Core Strategy further work has been undertaken by the Council
on its centres and their roles within Plymouth City. To this end the Council have consulted
on a Shopping Centres SPD. The SPD sets out the hierarchy of centres and identifies the
boundaries of shopping centres, including primary and secondary frontages. Whilst the
SPD is not the policy tool for determining the retail hierarchy, it has made the suggestion,
based on an extensive evidence base, that the following hierarchy should be adopted when
the strategic plan is next reviewed:
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Table 6.1 Proposed Plymouth City hierarchy (based on the draft shopping centres
SPD)
City Centre
Plymouth
Major District Centre
Derriford (new)
District Centres
Estover

Mutley Plain

Plympton Ridgeway

Roborough

Transit Way

Plymstock Broadway

St Budeaux

Local Centres
Albert Road

Embankment Road

Station Road

Barbican

Ernesettle

Stoke Village

Beaumont Road

Higher Compton

Underwood

Chaddlewood

Hyde Park

Victoria Road

Colebrook

Marlborough Street

West Park

Peverell Corner

Whiteleigh Green

Crownhill

Peverell Park Road

Wolseley Road

Cumberland Street

Plymouth Road

Devonport (new)

Ebrington Street

Salisbury Road

Millbay (new)

Elburton

Southway

Seaton Neighbourhood
(new)

North West Quadrant (new)

Plymstock Quarry Morley Park (new)
Neighbourhood Centres
Clittaford Road

Hender’s Corner

Oreston

Congreave Gardens

Honicknowle

Pennycomequick

Dale Road

Hooe

Segrave Road

Delamere Road

Keyham

Stone Barton

Efford

King Street

Tamerton Foliot

Eggbuckland

Leigham

Union Street
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George Street

Lipson Vale

Upland Drive

Glenholt

Milehouse

West Hoe

Ham Green

6.16

The draft Shopping Centres SPD and the evidence base have been guided by the standard
definitions for each type of retail centre that were given in PPS4. The draft Shopping
Centres SPD and its evidence base provided a more in depth analysis of Shopping Centres
in Plymouth and, based on the importance of promoting sustainable neighbourhoods which
have access to local services, suggested creating a ‘Neighbourhood Centre, tier within the
hierarchy.

6.17

Having reviewed the evidence base and based on our own experience, it is recommended
that future strategic plans include the hierarchy from City Centre to local centre. However it
will be important to distinguish their role within the hierarchy and identify the areas of
change. In terms of the new neighbourhood centres we would advise against their
classification within the hierarchy, as PPS4 advises that centres of neighbourhood
significance should not be designated in the hierarchy of centres. We believe that they
should enjoy the same protection in terms of their function and scale, but to identify them as
‘centres’ may attract unwanted applications for larger scale supermarket development (or
other large scale town centre uses) as it could be argued that as centres there would be no
need to apply either a sequential approach or impact test and therefore resisting could be
difficult for the authority.

6.18

It should be noted that further consideration of the hierarchy within the western area of
Plymouth is required. This will be driven by the location and level of floorspace, especially
that of any new foodstore in this area. As discussed later in this section, it may be
appropriate to define one larger centre rather than two smaller centres.

Plymouth City floorspace strategy
6.19

The recommended strategies are intended to inform future development plan documents
and draw from the research and analysis gathered and presented in this study, particularly
the performance assessment, spending patterns, capacity and impact assessments for
retail floorspace. Strategy development reflects the study findings and broad qualitative
considerations for each centre relating to market failure, gaps and deficiencies, assets and
opportunities, current performance and sequential suitability.

6.20

Following a place shaping approach, the quantum of floorspace required in each main
centre and phasing for such growth has been adjusted to take account of current
development opportunities, constraints and existing qualitative needs. It is also important to
note that the economic downturn has effected a slow down in the rate of consumer
expenditure growth and delayed project development, but this is unlikely to permanently
defer retail schemes and thus it will be important to monitor and review expenditure rates
and economic recovery in the coming years.
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The need for new floorspace
6.21

The quantitative and qualitative need for additional floorspace has been addressed in
Section 5. It is important to note that PPS4 now awards equal weight to both quantitative
and qualitative needs. Therefore, there is less focus on a specific floorspace output and
there is more flexibility to plan for different levels of growth if supported by qualitative
factors.

6.22

Policy EC1.4d states that when assessing qualitative need, local planning authorities
should assess whether there is distribution of shopping services sufficient to allow genuine
choice to meet the needs of the whole community. It also states that local planning
authorities should take into account the degree to which shops may be overtrading and
whether there is a need to increase competition and retail mix.
Comparison floorspace

6.23

In terms of a quantifiable need we set out below a summary of the figures described in
section five. We award most weight to the figures to 2021, with the least weight to the last
ten years of the plan period 2021 and 2031 and therefore the figures should be treated as
indicative only. The quantitative need of additional comparison floorspace is as follows (top
and bottom ranges are included to take account of the three tested scenarios – Base
Population, Higher Case Population and High Case SFT):


2011 – 2016 need to plan for around 11,000 – 15,000 sq. m net



2016 – 2021 need to plan for around 27,000 – 31,000 sq. m net



2021 – 2031 need to plan for around 51,000 – 69,000 sq. m net

6.24

As previously stated we also need to consider qualitative needs for future floorspace.
Plymouth City Centre is the dominant centre within both the city and the wider sub regional
catchment area for comparison goods. Whilst the City Centre has a strong presence, it is
noticeable that its retail ranking has recently dropped. Its main competitor centre of Exeter
has recently risen – and could continue to do so with further redevelopment plans, to which
Plymouth will need to respond. This drop in rankings is clearly only one measure, although
it does indicate that without further investment and positive planning policies to encourage a
competitive, vibrant and viable city centre, there is potential for the centre to decline further.
Whilst the City Centre has a broad representation for all categories of goods, it will need to
continue to expand its range to ensure it maintains its market share and responds to growth
in expenditure and population.

6.25

The size and type of units will be an important determinate in the City Centre’s ability to
maintain its market share and compete effectively with Exeter. Unit sizes within the City
Centre are generally shallow due to the street pattern of the postwar planning and are
unable to attract some of the multiple operators. Provision of larger modern formats will
encourage these operators to locate in the City Centre and help maintain its market share.

6.26

Whilst the City Centre is rightly the higher order centre to which most comparison shopping
should be directed, there is a need for some provision to be made outside of the City
Centre to provide a more limited range of comparison goods on a more local basis. At
present some of this requirement is being met at out of centre locations which are reliant on
car borne trips and offer little in terms of alternative means of travel.
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6.27

In areas where the potential to expand existing centres is limited or where there is a gap in
provision there will be a qualitative requirement for more comparison provision. However
this provision should not put at risk the role and function of the City Centre. The Council’s
retail evidence base has identified a particular gap in provision in northern Plymouth and
the opportunity to address it through the creation of a new district centre at Derriford. It is
expected that a new centre will be created which will need to be supported by a deliverable
level of comparison floorspace to ensure that the new community has adequate access to
services.

6.28

In terms of the other centres these should be allowed to grow in relation to their individual
roles. It is not anticipated that any major new floorspace should be planned for these
centres as opportunities are limited, however schemes that improve the shopping
environment and regenerate centres should be supported if they do not put at risk the
hierarchy and roles of centres in Plymouth
Convenience goods retailing

6.29

The quantifiable need for new convenience floorspace is much more limited than
comparison floorspace. Like the comparison figures we award most weight to the figures to
2021, with the least weight to the last ten years of the quantitative need between 2021 and
2031 and therefore these figures should be treated as indicative only. In summary the
quantitative need of additional comparison floorspace is as follows (top and bottom ranges
are included to take account of the two tested scenarios – Base Population and Higher
Case Population):


2011 – 2016 there is an over provision of floorspace



2016 – 2021 there is a positive quantifiable need of around 2,200 sq. m net



2021 – 2031 there is a positive quantifiable need of around 5,600 – 6,700 sq. m net

6.30

The level of convenience growth in the first five years of the plan is not significant as it is
generally driven by population growth and when considered in terms of existing
commitments shows an over provision. At present there is little leakage out of Plymouth
indicating that it could be considered that there is currently more than enough floorspace
currently in operation or planned to meet Plymouth’s needs.

6.31

However, convenience growth is not the only contributor to the need for new provision.
Gaps in provision, over trading of existing stores and the changing densities of supermarket
operators and consumer expectation also contribute to requirements for new floorspace.

6.32

Gaps in the provision of retail services have been highlighted by the Council and new
district centres are allocated for Derriford and Weston Mill, with local centres for Devonport,
Millbay and Morley Park. The qualitative analysis indicates the need for a new food
superstore in the central and northern areas of the city. Elsewhere there is notably a lack of
a food superstore serving the western areas of the city around Devonport, Stoke and
Keyham where there are existing areas of deprivation.

6.33

The analysis of over trading indicates significant over trading of stores, especially those at
Outland Road, Marsh Mills and Estover. It is also considered that the City Centre
Sainsbury’s store, whilst not shown to be over trading through the survey and benchmark
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comparison may be trading above benchmarks if the student population which is less likely
to have been picked up in the household survey is included.
6.34

As previously discussed whilst there is limited expenditure growth there is a change in
densities which will mean that there are requirements for new floorspace. This is a result of
supermarkets trading against each other and consumer demands for improved shopping
environments.

6.35

Therefore whilst it has been demonstrated that there is limited quantifiable need the over
trading and gaps in existing provision provide the basis to plan for new provision to meet
the qualitative requirement.

6.36

We now turn to consider how this could be distributed – focusing on each sector in turn.
Although it should be remembered that the Council only needs to allocate space for at least
the first five years of need.

Review of Area Action Plan sites
6.37

Plymouth City has an adopted Core Strategy and a number of both adopted and drafted
AAPs which provide strategic planning policy for the City and more detailed guidance within
a range of neighbourhoods. The Core Strategy was adopted in 2007 and this and
subsequent AAPs have been guided in their retail policy by the previous retail study
prepared in 2006. These plans are ambitious and aim to transform the city into a thriving
waterfront city.

6.38

However, the timeframe for these plans runs to 2021 (with policies to extend the vision to
2026) and they were created under a different economic environment to the one we see
today. Within this context we have reviewed the main sites identified within the plans for
retail uses and, in consultation with the Council and other stakeholders, have provided our
advice regarding whether it is realistic to maintain the current policies or whether
adjustments should be recommended through the AMR and trigger partial or full review of
the Core Strategy and other AAPs.

6.39

This does not seek to fundamentally change broad policy principles within the plans unless
there have been major changes in circumstances, as the LDF is based on a significant
body of work and engagement with stakeholders and communities. Instead we have
highlighted issues with delivery, phasing and floorspace requirements, based on our up to
date appraisal and survey of patterns and expenditure.

6.40

Our understanding of the current position regarding floorspace requirements set out in the
plans is shown in table 6.2. As the AAPs vary in their approach to describing floorspace
(i.e. net and gross are both used) we have converted all floorspace to net levels using
standard conversion assumptions. Also the AAPs do not always show a breakdown
between convenience and comparison so in these circumstances we have shown an
estimate. We have also taken into account where it is anticipated that there will be a loss of
floorspace to enable redevelopment.
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Table 6.2 Existing allocations (adopted and proposed)
Location

Total retail
floorspace (sqm
net)

Convenience (sqm
net)

Comparison (sqm
net)

City Centre AAP
(adopted 2010)
Colin Campbell
Court

4,231

4,451

-220

Cornwall Street

54,410

0

54,411

18,200

6,097

12,103

1,700

650

875

1,860

930

930

1,300

871

429

Commercial Wharf

1,370

215

1,155

Bretonside
Bus/Coach Station
North Quay House
Car Park
Exeter Street

2,241

351

1,890

311

49

263

0

0

Friary Park

0 (no net gain –
redevelopment of
existing floorspace)
Not specified

Not specified

Not specified

East/West Sutton

3,237

507

2,730

Pre-Submission
Derriford and
Seaton AAP
(2011)
Derriford District
Centre
North West
Quadrant & Seaton
Neighbourhood
Local Centres

Devonport AAP
(adopted 2007)
Devonport new
Local Centre

Millbay and
Stonehouse AAP
(adopted 2007)
Royal William Yard

3,360

Western
Approach/East
Quay/Clyde Quay

2,800

North Plymstock
AAP (adopted
2007)
Plymstock Quarry

Sutton Harbour
AAP (adopted
2008)
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Road
Coxside/Barbican
Car Park
Fish Market

415

65

350

166

26

140

Queen Annes
Battery

353

55

298

Other proposals
from Core
Strategy not
identified in an
AAP
Western Mill new
District Centre

2000

Not specified

Not specified

Source: Plymouth City Council adjusted RTP

6.41

As can be seen in Table 6.2 a significant level of floorspace has been identified to come
forward in Plymouth. With the exception of the City Centre, which is already established
within the retail hierarchy the greatest level of growth to be identified is within the new
centre of Derriford. Policy EC5 in PPS4 requires local authorities to assess the impact of
new sites on existing centres. The following section considers the impact of development at
Derriford on other centres and locations in the city.

Impact of a new district centre at Derriford
6.42

The Derriford and Seaton Area Action Plan (pre submission consultation version, February
2011) promotes retail provision of 30,000 sqm by 2026. Two phases of development are
identified, phase 1 by 2016 and phase 2 by 2026. The long term AAP policy suggests that
the centre may have two foodstores, supported by a range of other uses, including
comparison shopping, A2-A5 uses and 25,000 sq m of business floorspace.
Table 6.3 Derriford and Seaton pre-submission draft AAP proposed retail floorspace
(February 2011)

6.43

Phase

Total gross
floorspace

Foodstore
(gross)

Other A1
(gross)

Phase 1 by
2016

10,000 sq m

5,000 sq m

5,000 sq m

Phase 2 by
2026

20,000 sq m

9,000 sq m

11,000 sq m

Total Phase 1
and 2

30,000 sq m

14,000 sq m

13,000 sq m

A2-A5
(gross)

3,000 sq m

As part of our report the Council has requested us to test whether these floorspace levels
are appropriate and what impacts they may have on the City Centre, in the light of the need
for new retail floorspace in the city over the period 2011 to 2031 which we have set out in
this report.
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Proposed floorspace
6.44

Whilst there is a requirement for new convenience floorspace in Plymouth to help meet the
needs of a growing population, the level of floorspace required is significantly lower than
that contained within the previous retail study.

6.45

There is, however, a qualitative need for a new supermarket in this location as discussed in
the previous section (see paragraph 5.27). The level of convenience provision should be
guided by what is needed to fill the qualitative gap and by what is commercially viable.

6.46

To fill the gap the store must be capable of enabling main food shopping trips and provide a
competing location to existing stores where people may be currently travelling. Given that
the largest pulls on expenditure from this zone are to the larger stores at Estover, Transit
Way and Outland Road a supermarket store in excess of 2,500 sq. m (net convenience
floorspace) is required.

6.47

The AAP suggests that two food stores could come forward over time as part of the
Derriford district centre. Whilst one store of the scale proposed in the Derriford and Seaton
Pre Submission draft AAP is required in the short term to meet the identified qualitative
need in this part of Plymouth, there is less evidence of any need for a second foodstore at
this stage. There is no quantifiable need for a second store and the new district centre will
need time to settle and for new housing to come forward before it can be ascertained
whether further new floorspace is required. This may require a new survey and assessment
nearer the time of the second phase and beyond the first five years.

6.48

We therefore recommend that the Derriford and Seaton AAP clearly sets out that the
Derriford district centre will be anchored by a large foodstore which must be of a scale
which enables it to attract main food shopping trips. In order to achieve this, it must be of a
scale at least equal to existing foodstores in existing district centres and out of centre
locations, and must be of a format which also resembles these stores. It should therefore
include convenience and comparison floorspace, and should have a net convenience
floorspace in excess of 2,500 sq m. This, along with an element of comparison floorspace,
would lead to a gross floorspace of around 7000 sq m. The Derriford and Seaton AAP
should not set out that the district centre should also include a second foodstore, as there is
no evidence for this based on current market needs. Instead, it should clearly link the detail
of expansions to the district centre to future reviews of the Shopping Study. This will build
flexibility into the AAP, enabling it to respond to an improved economic outlook in the future.

6.49

In terms of the comparison floorspace, whilst there is less need than expressed in the
previous retail study, there is still a substantial need for new comparison floorspace to be
planned for the city – therefore we are proposing to test at similar levels to those proposed
within the Derriford and Seaton Pre Submission draft AAP, as set out in Table 6.3.

6.50

We set out in Table 6.4 the convenience and comparison floorspace at the proposed
Derriford district centre for testing purposes. In line with our recommendation above, we
have only assumed a single foodstore being provided in the earlier phase of the district
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centre. It should be noted that the figures in the Derriford and Seaton Pre Submission draft
AAP are quoted as gross and do not split the convenience and comparison offer. In order to
undertake the impact assessment we have calculated net floorspace 12 according to
generally accepted standards and split the comparison and convenience mix to reflect the
market appraisal work and the draft proposal within the AAP. Impact has been tested for
Phase 1 and Phase 1 and 2 at solus (i.e. Derriford is the only retail development to come
forward within the city) and cumulative, where we have included the City Centre proposals.
Table 6.4 Floorspace to be tested
Phase

Total net
floorspace

Convenience
(net)

Comparison
(net)

Phase 1 by 2016

8,500 sq m

3,500 sq m

5,000 sq m

Phase 2 by 2026

7,100 sq m

0 sq m

7,100 sq m

Total Phase 1 and 2

15,600 sq m

3,500 sq m

12,100 sq m

Source: Pre-Submission draft Derriford & Seaton AAP Proposal adjusted by RTP to reflect findings of this
Study.

Results
6.51

12

Table 15 and Table 30 of Volume 3 summarise the respective impact outputs for
comparison and convenience goods. Below solus and cumulative impact is presented for
the City Centre, district centres and retail parks in Plymouth. Locations outside of the city
are excluded. Table 6.5 illustrates the impacts for Phase 1 of the development at Derriford
and Table 6.6 shows impacts for Phase 1 and 2 for comparison goods.

A1 convenience gross to net – 65%; A1 comparison gross to net – 70%
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Table 6.5 Phase 1 Derriford and City Centre development comparison goods
RTP RIA - Derriford Phase 1 only and Plymouth City Centre - Comparison Goods
Plymouth City Centre
Derriford
(AAP Allocations)
Phase 1
Solus Impact
Solus Impact
(with Derriford)
%
%
Plymouth City Centre (including Drakes Circus)
-1.8
12.7
Mutley Plain
-3.0
-7.8
Transit Way
-3.9
-6.9
Marsh Mills Retail Park, Plymouth
-1.1
-12.1
Derriford New District Centre
100.0
-5.8
Crown Hill Retail Park, Plymouth
-1.4
-12.5
Estover
-9.6
-6.4
Woolwell
-2.2
-5.5
Plympton Ridgeway
-3.0
-6.3
Plymstock Broadway
-1.8
-6.0

Per Annum
Cumulative
Turnover
Impact Growth 2011%
26 - post
impacts (%)
10.7
5.0
-10.6
3.3
-10.5
3.1
-13.1
3.1
-5.8
-13.7
3.2
-15.3
3.0
-7.5
3.7
-9.2
3.2
-7.6
3.9

Table 6.6 Phase 1 and Phase 2 and City Centre development comparison goods
Derriford Phase 1 and 2 (as in AAP) and Plymouth City Centre - Comparison Goods
Plymouth City Centre
Derriford
(AAP Allocations)
Phase 1 & 2
Solus Impact
Solus Impact
(with Derriford)
%
%
Plymouth City Centre (including Drakes Circus)
-4.3
13.3
Mutley Plain
-7.2
-8.0
Transit Way
-9.3
-7.0
Marsh Mills Retail Park, Plymouth
-2.6
-12.4
Derriford New District Centre
100.0
-6.1
Crown Hill Retail Park, Plymouth
-3.3
-12.8
Estover
-23.0
-6.6
Woolwell
-5.2
-5.7
Plympton Ridgeway
-7.2
-6.4
Plymstock Broadway
-4.2
-6.0

Per Annum
Cumulative
Turnover
Impact Growth 2011%
26 - post
impacts (%)
8.4
4.8
-14.6
2.9
-15.7
2.7
-14.6
3.0
-6.1
-15.7
3.1
-28.0
1.9
-10.6
3.4
-13.2
2.9
-10.0
3.7

6.52

The retail impact assessment illustrates that the impact of a new district centre at Derriford
would fall predominantly on the other nearby district centres, especially Estover and Transit
Way. This impact would be extenuated following new major retail development in the City
Centre. The cumulative effect of both Derriford and the City Centre schemes would lead to
impacts of 10% or less in many of the centres for Phase 1 and around 15% when Phase 2
is added. The biggest impact is on Estover, so the Council may need to consider whether
extra investment is required in this location to offset some of the negative impact.

6.53

In terms of the City Centre if no development happens at the City Centre then Derriford
Phase 1 has nearly a 2% impact and Phase 1 and 2 a 4.3% impact. These negatives
impacts are absorbed if the City Centre is developed in line with the adopted City Centre
and University AAP.

6.54

Whilst it could be considered that if Phase 1 and Phase 2 are built out with no
developments at the City Centre then the impact on the City Centre does not appear to be
significant, it is important not to judge impact on trade diversion levels alone. We also need
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to consider the role of the centres, relative health in terms of vitality and viability and
development prospects.
6.55

The aim of establishing a centre at Derriford is to support the surrounding existing
residential and business communities and to provide a focus for northern Plymouth, given
the existing provision and Core Strategy aspirations for growth in this area.

6.56

The City Centre is still the principle centre in the retail hierarchy and should be the focus for
higher order shopping. The type of floorspace as well as the quantum should reflect this
different role. Development costs in the City Centre will be higher than those in more
peripheral area, therefore alternative retail locations need to be carefully considered in
order not to undermine potential investment.

6.57

In order to limit the impact on the City Centre, the overall floorspace for comparison goods
at Derriford should be limited, carefully phased and unit sizes should not put retailing at risk
in the City Centre.

6.58

Therefore the overall quantum supported at Derriford should be sufficient to make it viable
but not extensive enough to provide competition that threatens the vitality and viability of
the City Centre. A cautious approach which anticipates no growth at the City Centre would
suggest that the floorspace set out in the Derriford and Seaton Pre Submission draft AAP is
a maximum, whereby impact is less than 10%. Development should also be phased
appropriately to enable the City Centre to respond. This Study shows that there is an
identified need for a first phase of development, which should be food led and which should
be operating by 2016. To enable the scheme to establish and for the City Centre to respond
the second phase of development should be phased towards the end of the plan period
post 2021 and following a reassessment of needs and impacts nearer the time. We
therefore recommend that the AAP clearly sets out that timing of the future expansion of the
district centre should be linked to and informed by further updates of this Shopping Study.

6.59

In both phases units should be limited to sizes less than the average size of units,
especially those dedicated to clothing found in the modern units in the City Centre. The
average size of units in Drake Circus is around 700 sqm gross13, therefore it is considered
that this could be the upper limit set for comparison units at Derriford so that they do not
become more attractive to retailers than those in the City Centre. The Local Planning
Authority should consider this figure carefully in order to establish a clear relationship with
the City Centre. Derriford should be supporting stores that are secondary in nature to those
found in the City Centre, with more limited ranges and preferably not new entrants to the
Plymouth market – who should be directed to the City Centre. Conditions relating to unit
sizes and a limit put of types of goods in terms of dedicated floorspace may assist. This
position is supported in the practice guidance in PPS4, which when referring to new
allocations of floorspace, where the end user is not necessarily known, that “it may be
appropriate to include conditions within relevant development plan documents, either to

13

Figure taken from GOAD and cross referenced to Drake Circus published data on their website
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restrict development on the site in question to a certain scale and form of development, or
requiring more detailed analysis of alternative sites and impact at the application stage”
6.60

It is important to note that the Retail Impact Assessment model attributes all the
expenditure growth between 2011 and 2026 to the existing retailers and then deducts trade
as diversions take place for new retail floorspace, such as Derriford and Colin Campbell
Court etc. In reality the existing retailers would struggle to attain a level of efficiency growth
which was equal to the catchment area spending growth. As demonstrated in the final
column of Table 6.5 and 6.6 all of the centres, even after the impact of Derriford and the
City Centre schemes, attain a turnover growth above the assumed 1.7% per annum sales
efficiency that general retailers would expect. However it is expected that additional retail
floorspace will come forward over the plan period that is not tested here, which will have a
further cumulative effect. It will be important to monitor these impacts as and when new
planning applications for retail use arise.

Future floorspace requirements and locations
6.61

We have reviewed sites identified in plans and put forward how these could be considered
in the future in table 6.7. These are based on the revised total floorspace requirements,
taking into account new schemes and proposals and in consultation with the Council. The
AAPs also outline phasing for sites coming forward. The phasing targets were already
challenging and within the context of the current economic climate, many are unlikely to be
achieved. Therefore we have also suggested alternative phasing.
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Table 6.7 Existing allocations review
Location

Review and recommendation

City Centre and
University AAP
(adopted 2010)
Colin Campbell Court

Colin Campbell Court provides an opportunity to diversify the City
Centre offer and redevelop a site which is currently under-performing
and characterised by a high percentage of vacant units. The AAP didn’t
specify a floorspace figure within its policies however it did indicate that
some redevelopment options could lead to retail floorspace of between
8,500 and 11,000 sqm gross, with the latter figure based on a new
supermarket. There is a need both in quantitative and qualitative terms
for further supermarket provision in Plymouth and this area does have
a gap in provision. However, any proposals would need to be seen in
the context of this Report and the wider aims of the City Centre and
University AAP. If the redevelopment of this area is led by a
supermarket scheme then it is considered that this could potentially
come forward in one phase in the early period set out in this Study.

Cornwall Street

Cornwall Street is a major City Centre retail led commercial
development proposal and is key to creating a true retail circuit
incorporating Drake Circus but also including New George Street,
Cornwall Street and Armada Way. Redevelopment will need to provide
modern, larger units to meet the needs of retailers wanting to locate in
Plymouth City Centre. It is considered that the site should continue to
be promoted, however in the current retail climate it is not anticipated
that a scheme will come forward until the middle period set out in this
Study at the earliest. Development should not be just focused on
delivering comparison floorspace – policy should encourage a mix of
uses to improve diversity, offer and attractiveness.

Pre-Submission Draft
Derriford & Seaton
AAP (2011)
Derriford District Centre
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It is clear from the evidence both in this study and other work
undertaken by the council that a new district centre at Derriford is
needed and will be the focus of the Council’s strategy for a new heart
for northern Plymouth. A new centre at Derriford will provide a focus for
both the existing and new communities which are being planned for in
this area of Plymouth. However it is considered the impact of allowing
too much comparison floorspace which is directly comparable with
floorspace in the City Centre may compromise rather than compliment
the City Centre. The range of goods, and size and number of units
should be controlled to limit impact on the City Centre although there
should be sufficient mass to enable a viable scheme. The draft
Derriford and Seaton AAP suggests that the new district centre would
come forward in two phases. It is considered that a smaller scheme in
phase 1 of around 8,500 sq m net for comparison and convenience
goods should be considered. To provide a genuine centre, where there
is access to an appropriate range of goods it is considered that all the
floorspace should come forward together. It is also imperative that a
range of other non A1 uses are located at the District centre to support
and create a sustainable centre that can meet a wide range of needs
and linked trips. The timing and precise form of a phase 2 extension to
the District Centre should be clearly linked to future updates of this
Study. Whilst the impact testing of the phase 2 comparison goods
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floorspace set out in the draft AAP and in Table 6.4 suggests that it
should not significantly affect the City Centre it is suggested that further
testing is undertaken once the effects of phase 1 are known. The same
applies to any further convenience floorspace at this location.
New local centres at
Seaton Neighbourhood
and North West
Quadrant

The Council should support sustainable neigbourhoods and therefore
small centres should be planned at both Seaton Neighbourhood and
North West Quadrant to provide facilities to serve these new
communities. However, these should not be at a scale to threaten the
function of Derriford District Centre. Development at these new centres
should be mixed use and phased in line with the wider development of
their immediate surrounding areas. At Seaton Neighbourhood up 325
sqm net convenience floorspace and 525 sqm net comparison
floorspace should be planned in addition to other A2-A5 uses and
other community facilities. At the North West Quadrant up to 325 sqm
net convenience and 350 sqm net comparison should be planned for in
addition to other A2-A5 uses and other community facilities. Although it
is understood that the majority of this already has the benefit of
planning permission.

Devonport AAP
(adopted 2007)
Devonport new Local
Centre

See comments relating to Weston Mill

Millbay and
Stonehouse AAP
(adopted 2007)
Royal William Yard and
Western Approach

It is understood that some elements of the proposals at Royal William
Yard have now been developed or received consent. Any further retail
development at Royal William Yard or Western Approach must be
looked at in the context of the whole of the City Centre and Waterfront
Regeneration Area. This Study shows a reduced need for retail
floorspace across the City and particularly for convenience retail
floorspace. The development of convenience retail stores can clearly
be a catalyst for the regeneration of areas, and is likely to be a key
element of regeneration schemes within and around the City Centre.
Proposals for new foodstores must therefore be looked at carefully
within the context of the adopted framework set out in AAPs for these
areas, and with regard to the regeneration opportunities created by
such proposals. It will be necessary to weigh up proposals for all types
of retail in the Millbay and Stonehouse AAP area against the
aspirations of other AAPs. At Royal William Yard and Western
Approach, if foodstores are not considered appropriate new retail
floorspace should be focused on A3, A4 and A5 uses, with only around
1,500 net sq m identified for A1 uses, of which only a third should be
considered for convenience.

North Plymstock AAP
(adopted 2007)
Plymstock Quarry

This now has permission for new local centre comprising of a food
store and other retail, leisure and service uses.

Sutton Harbour AAP
(adopted 2008)
Commercial Wharf
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Retail uses that support leisure and tourism activities related to the
waterfront setting of this area should continue to be sought in line with
the policy and aspirations set out in the AAP
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Bretonside Bus/Coach
Station

North Quay House Car
Park

Exeter Street

Friary Park

East/West Sutton Road

Coxside/Barbican Car
Park

Fish Market

Queen Annes Battery

No large scale retail uses should be permitted in this area as this would
lead to further creep of the City Centre beyond the Drake Circus
development and put at risk the delivery of new and improved
floorspace within the City Centre core. However, it is appropriate to
have some limited small scale retail development to provide
appropriate facilities for a redeveloped bus station if located in this
area. Although in order to protect the vitality and viability of the City
Centre convenience floorspace should be limited to a small
convenience store or stores of up to a total of 250 sqm net and
comparison to a maximum of 1,000 sqm net to be comprised of small
scale units. Further floorspace should be set aside for other non A1
uses such as cafes etc to provide a suitable level of facilities for users
of the bus station. If other uses are considered then the retail
requirements will need to be reassessed, however large scale retail
development at this location should be resisted.
The redevelopment of this area is aimed at making better use of a
surface level car park. The suggested scheme is for mainly office use
with a limited floorspace set aside for retail. It is considered that any
retail in this location should be limited to non comparison/convenience
A1 uses.
This is an important gateway into Plymouth City Centre and has been
identified for improvement. The retail elements of the policy, whilst
identifying retail floorspace would result in no net gain as it would be
replacing the existing levels.
At the time of allocating this area for redevelopment the owners had
indicated their desire to deliver a scheme. However, the retail units
have since been improved and operating effectively therefore it is
unlikely that any redevelopment will take place in the short to medium
term. It is therefore considered that upon any plan review the site
should no longer be considered as available.
The majority of retail floorspace identified for this area is intended for
leisure and tourism uses rather than A1 comparison and convenience.
However as the intention is to create a new local or neighbourhood
centre then a small level of convenience (250 sqm net) and
comparison (1,000 sqm) is acceptable as part of the development to
serve new and existing residents and businesses.
Development in this area is focused on creating a more active and
vibrant space. Only a very limited level of A1 comparison and
convenience floorspace is envisaged. It is unlikely that any scheme will
be delivered in the short to medium term.
The AAP proposes a wider range of uses, whilst maintaining the
commercial and employment uses associated with the fish market.
Retail requirements for A1 convenience and comparison are and
should remain minimal and directly related to the fish market.
As with many of the other waterfront areas the intension is to provide
more leisure and tourism facilities at this site. There is no need for any
A1 convenience or comparison floorspace to be identified.

Other proposals from
Core Strategy not
identified in an AAP
Western Plymouth
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The Core Strategy has identified potential for a new district centre of
limited size at Weston Mill. This is based upon findings from the 2006
Shopping Study that there was a gap in food retail provision in the west
of Plymouth.
In addition, the Devonport AAP identifies a need for a new local centre
as part of the development of a new community at South Yard Enclave
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to serve this redeveloped neighbourhood, with the objective of
promoting a sustainable pattern of development where people can
locally access services and facilities.
This Study endorses the provision of a new district centre to the west
of the City. However, it may be that a single centre would better serve
residents and have a better chance of delivery based on an improved
mass. Net floorspace identified at the new centre should be around
2,000 sqm for convenience and 3,000 sqm for comparison. There will
also be scope for other non A1 uses to create a range of services and
facilities at this new centre.
Any development in the west of Plymouth would need to be subject to
further testing on the impact on St Budeaux (unless St Budeaux is the
preferred location), given the restricted need for new convenience
floorspace in the City.
Marsh Mills

The Core Strategy (policy CS09) identifies the three existing Marsh
Mills retail parks as potential locations for retail formats which are not
suitable for centre or edge of centre sites and where proposals would
improve the access and built environment in and around the existing
retail parks. It is agreed that centre sites are not always suitable for all
retail formats, especially those involving ‘bulky’ goods. The NPPF
reiterates the sequential approach to retail development, whereby if
there are no suitable in or edge of centre sites that development
should be directed to other accessible locations that are well
connected to the town centre. It is considered that whilst Marsh Mills is
not a centre or edge of centre it is located in an accessible location,
and in common with the Laira Bridge location identified in the Core
Strategy, whilst this study has not specifically identified any bulky good
needs it is appropriate to include a flexible policy that directs these
types of uses (should the market change) to a location with the
potential to maximise linked trips, is accessible and that could realise
other benefits to the both access and the built environment. Although,
any proposals for retailing at this out of centre site must be considered
carefully and must ensure that they do not weaken the City Centre or
other district or local retail offer in any way.

Laira Bridge

This site was identified as a future location for retail warehousing.
Identification of Laira Bridge was to provide an alternative location for
the retail warehouse uses at Friary Park, when it was considered that
the site would be redeveloped (see Sutton Harbour Proposal SH05). It
now appears that Friary Park is likely to remain in retail use. The
Council may wish to confirm this position and re-consider its
identification of the Laira Bridge site in the Core Strategy review.
An extant permission is also in place, although implementation may be
problematic because of the recently completed road scheme. It is not
considered that there is any immediate need for further genuine retail
warehousing in the City as there are a number of vacant units
elsewhere in the City, suitable for these types of uses, able to serve
any existing needs. However, in common with Marsh Mills, a flexible
policy approach which directs proposals, should the market change, to
existing locations is preferable than new out of centre locations.

Indicative floorspace distribution
6.62

The floorspace indicated in table 6.8, whilst providing some guidance to the Council in
terms of an appropriate spread of the identified need is not prescriptive. It reflects our
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assessment of existing evidence on a range of factors including site supply and future
policy direction.
6.63

The quantitative assessment indicates phased requirements of floorspace in five year
timebands. However, this is based simply on population and spending growth in each of the
periods and does not take into account other important factors which effect actual need and
delivery. For example for large schemes such as the City Centre redevelopment they are
likely to have large lead in times because of the complexities of bringing forward this type of
development. Also in the current market where large scale comparison led retail schemes
are not coming forward it is unlikely that delivery would take place in the short to medium
term. In terms of convenience provision preceding sections have demonstrated that there
are gaps in provision, potential over trading and a favourable market mean that some of the
convenience led retail schemes are both required and deliverable in the short to medium
term. Table 6.8 reflects some of these issues and in particular presents a higher floorspace
figure for convenience provision on the basis of meeting identified gaps, however it still
broadly reflects the quantitative growth rates for comparison goods. It should be noted that
whilst we have set out indicative targets for floorspace provision in the final 10 – 15 years,
there needs to be some caution in using these figures as planning that far ahead becomes
less certain in terms of market conditions and delivery. We would anticipate that the
majority of the floorspace requirement for the final five years would be met at the City
Centre.
Table 6.8 Indicative floorspace distribution and phasing (base population)

Plymouth City
Centre
A1 Comparison (sq
m net)
A1 Convenience
(sq m net)
Derriford new
major District
Centre
A1 Comparison (sq
m net)
A1 Convenience
(sq m net)
South west
Plymouth new
District Centre
A1 Comparison (sq
m net)
A1 Convenience
(sq m net)
Other District
Centres
A1 Comparison (sq
m net)
A1 Convenience
(sq m net)
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2011-16

2016-21

2021-26

5,000

25,000

18,000

48,000

3,500

200

200

4,000

7,100

12,100

5,000
3,500

2,000

2026-31

2011-31

3,500

1,000

3,000

2,000

2,000

1,500

3,000

3,000

7,500

200

200

400

800
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Other new or
existing Local
Centres
A1 Comparison (sq
m net)
A1 Convenience
(sq m net)
Other locations
A1 Comparison (sq
m net)
A1 Convenience
(sq m net)
Total A1
Comparison (sq m
net)
Total A1
Convenience (sq
m net)

1,000

2,000

2,000

5,000

425

425

200

400

500

750

750

2,000

100

100

200

400

15,000

31,750

30,850

9,725

925

1,000

30,000

107,600

11,650

Threshold Policy for Implementation of the Impact Test
6.64

Policy EC3.4 (Planning for Centres) of PPS4 notes that local planning authorities should
‘consider setting floorspace thresholds for the scale of edge-of-centre and out-of-centre
development which should be subject to an impact assessment under (EC16.1) and specify
the geographical areas these thresholds will apply to’.

6.65

Consideration of such a threshold is important to ensure an appropriate level of supporting
evidence is submitted to the planning authority for retail developments that are not in an
existing centre and not in accordance with the development plan.

6.66

Policy EC14 of PPS4 provides a national standard floorspace threshold for planning
applications relating to retail developments that are not in an existing centre and not in
accordance with the development plan and this is set at 2,500 sq m (gross).

6.67

The threshold can vary from this standard if it is established at a local level that this is
necessary and is contained within the local Development Plan.

6.68

PPS4 Practice Guidance states that, when setting a local floorspace threshold, ‘important
considerations are likely to include the scale of known proposals relative to town centres;
the existing vitality and viability of town centres; the cumulative effects of recent
developments; the likely effects on a town centre strategy and the impact on any other
planned investment’.

6.69

A review of an appropriate floorspace threshold for Plymouth has been undertaken (with a
summary of the findings detailed below) taking into account the following:


existing floorspace in centres: as of 2011 there was 13,470 sq m convenience (7.2% of
total compared to a national UK average of 9.47%) and 91,779 sq m (gross) occupied
floorspace within the City Centre.



typical unit size in centres: the average unit floorspace in Plymouth City Centre (2011)
is 372 sqm (gross)
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6.70

historical retail planning applications (gross floorspace, frequency of proposals for
different quantities of floorspace): a brief review of recent permissions and
commitments shows that the average convenience floorspace requirement is 504 sq m
and the average comparison floorspace requirement is 315 sq m

Plymouth has a lower than average percentage of convenience floorspace and a low
average unit size within the City Centre. The cumulative impact of this, along with a number
of retail planning applications being submitted in recent years points towards the necessity
for a lower threshold than the 2,500 sqm (gross). It is recommended that this threshold is
substantially reduced to 500sq m to ensure that all retail development planning applications
are assessed according to a full range of impact tests to determine impact on existing
centres, and in particular the City Centre.

Summary
6.71

Plymouth City Centre is a vibrant centre which serves not only its immediate city catchment
but also the wider region. Its wider catchment spreads into north and west Devon and the
east of Cornwall. It is clearly a regional centre in terms of the centres hierarchy and is the
main location for higher order shopping in the region.

6.72

Its closest competitor is Exeter, which performs similarly in terms of the various published
rankings. However, Plymouth whilst enjoying a rise after the opening of Drake Circus is now
falling in the ranking and will therefore need to improve to maintain or improve its position
relative to other competing centres.

6.73

The City cannot standstill and must continue to plan for growth. In particular many of the
plans put forward in the City Centre AAP should continue to be promoted, with the Council
needing to be proactive in making the City Centre redevelopments happen.

6.74

In addition to the City Centre there is recognition of deficiencies within the local network of
centres and to this end, new centres at Derriford and south west Plymouth should be
pursued. However in enabling these new centres to come forward, the Council need to
ensure that they complement, rather than compete with the City Centre. We have tested
impact of a new centre at Derriford and are assured that development at the scale
proposed in Table 6.8 is both achievable and acceptable in terms of impact on the City
Centre. However we would recommend that controls are in place on the number of units,
unit sizes and the goods to be sold. In particular there should be an upper limit on the
floorspace allowable for clothes shopping in particular as this has the scope to most impact
on the City Centre if left unchecked.

Summary of recommendations
6.75

The following recommendations are drawn from the content of this report and provided in
summary here – for reasoning behind these recommendations please read the relevant
section within the report.


Set out in policy retail hierarchy as shown in table 6.1 - but exclude the neighbourhood
centres (Paragraph 6.14 – 6.18)



Reconsider the location and scale of centres in the western area of Plymouth (Table
6.7)
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Plan for around 11,650 sqm. net of comparison floorspace over the plan period to 2031
(Table 6.8)



Plan for at least 6,700 sq.m net of convenience floorspace over the plan period 2031 to
meet quantitative need, rising to 11,000 sq.m to meet qualitative requirements as
discussed in Paragraphs 6.30-6.37 and 6.63 and illustrated in table 6.8 requirements



Revise AAP allocations according to Table 6.7, ensuring greater clarity regarding
anticipated levels of convenience, comparison and other retail floorspace



The City Centre should remain the focus for new retail development in the city – there
are numerous opportunities for regeneration, so the council should continue to promote
these and resist any further out of centre comparison floorspace developments



At Derriford new District Centre limit phase 1 to around 8,500 convenience and
comparison floorspace. Any further floorspace should be tested once phase 1 is
operational (section 6.43-6.61)



At Derriford new District Centre ensure comparison unit sizes do not exceed those
available in the City Centre to ensure complimentary rather than competitive
development (section 6.43-6.61)



Implement a threshold policy of 500 sq.m at which proposals will need to submit an
impact assessment with any planning application.
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